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THIRD PLACE

We are proud of our award winning teas!
FLORAPHARM® has some of the best teas on the market. „The North Ameri-
can Tea Championship, previously called the World Tea Championship, is an 
independent competition, judged by professional cuppers, to distinguish the 
highest quality & best tasting teas commercially available in the North American 
marketplace.“

                                                                                 www.teachampionship.com  

Placed 8 years 
in series for best tea!

 81342-70 Black Bergamot 

 95463-70 Strawberry Guava natural

 92267-70 Tropical Sunrise©



Georg Kroll
CEO 

Tea consumption reaches new dimensions!
A cup of fine Darjeeling with friends is now more popular than an after-work drink. A flavorful herbal tea is an essential part of the daily feel-good 
routine. Imaginative refreshing fruit tea recipes, iced or hot, should not be forgotten at any party. The classic teatime has taken on completely new 
forms.

The multifaceted and inclusive nature of tea drinking is being embraced by an ever-increasing number of consumers. This begins with the selection 
of varieties, tea accessories and preparation methods and has just begun to develop into the new tea culture. 

Tea creates a special atmosphere, beginning with the preparation. Therefore, for many, taking a tea break is about de-compressing, mindfulness, 
and a sensory experience, as well as teas deliciously unique and varied flavors. Tea stands for individuality and diversity. It’s about experiencing and 
exploring novel flavors, synergistic (alternative: harmonious) components, and forms of preparation.

Our carefully curated and versatile range of teas precisely meets this criteria and a sophisticated consumer’s demands. No matter which prepara-
tion method is chosen, their desire for a sensuous tea drinking experience is more than satisfied with our selection. Our customers can also rest 
assured that our company and our products always act responsible towards the people and the environment. Like our customers, we are always 
looking to keep a healthy, sustainable lifestyle choices in focus with all we do. 

Learn more on the following pages and convince yourself with our varied range of teas.

Yours, Georg Kroll 

Have a  
cup of ideas®



AssortmentNew in our

available June 2023

Mild Raspberry
Fruit Blend, flavored 
with raspberry taste

Mango mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored 
with mango taste

Roasted Pineapple mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored 
with roasted pineapple taste

91888-70 83459-70

83463-70

Ingredients: apple bits (apple, acidifier:  
citric acid), raisins, carrot bits, beetroot bits, 
flavoring, raspberries(2.5%)

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier:  
citric acid), candied mango pieces (mango, 
sugar)(15%), natural flavor, mango pieces(5%), 
turmeric, marigold petals

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier:  
citric acid), coconut chips (coconut, sugar), 
pineapple chips(10%), natural flavor
Contains coconut

Fruit Blend

Organic China Sencha Decaf 
Organic Green Tea decaffeinated

Ingredients: green tea* decaffeinated

Decaffeinated by using the CO2-method.

Green Tea

Ingredients: oolong tea, brittle bits (sugar, 
hazelnuts), flavor, coconut chips (coconut,  
sugar), coconut rasps, roasted rice, sesa-
me(3%), marigold petals;  
Contains hazelnut, coconut and sesame

Roasted Sesame
Oolong Tea, flavored 
with roasted sesame taste

China Yin Xiang
Green Tea

Ingredients: green tea

Organic Raspberry Jasmine 
Organic Green Tea Blend, flavored 
with raspberry jasmine taste
Ingredients: green tee China Sencha*, -Ming 
Mee*, -Wu Lu*, -Jasmine*(5%), natural fruit 
flavoring, sunflower blossoms*, elderflowers*, 
raspberries*(1%) 
*certified organic

91421-70

83287-70 82369-70

80257-70
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Herbal InfusionRooibos

Black Tea

Milima
Black Tea Kenia TGFOP

Coconut Fig natural
Black Tea Blend, flavored 
with coconut fig taste

Ingredients: black tea

Ingredients: black tea, candied mango pieces 
(mango, sugar), coconut chips (coconut, sugar)
(6%), natural flavor, pineapple chips,  
fig slices(2%), white hibiscus
Contains coconut

Chai American Decaf 
Black Tea decaffeinated, flavored 
with cinnamon taste

Ingredients: black tea decaffeinated, cloves, 
orange peels, flavor, cinnamon

Decaffeinated by using the CO2-method.

Earl Grey Decaf natural
Black Tea decaffeinated, flavored
with bergamot taste

Ingredients: black tea decaffeinated,  
natural flavor

Decaffeinated by using the CO2-method.

Ingredients: black tea Ceylon, -South India, 
-China, blood orange peels(15%), beetroot bits, 
natural flavoring

Ingredients: black tea, apple pieces (apple, acidifier:  
citric acid), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), 
brittle pieces (sugar, hazelnuts), rock sugar, natural 
flavor, roasted chicory root, honeybush, marigold petals, 
rose buds, chestnut pieces(1%), stevia extract
Contains hazelnut and chestnut

Sicilian Blood Orange  
Sanguinello natural
Black Tea Blend, flavored 
with blood orange taste

Roasted Chestnut natural
Black Tea Blend, flavored 
with the taste of roasted chestnuts

Apple Cinnamon 
Herbal Infusion, flavored 
with apple cinnamon taste

Ingredients: rooibos, candied pineapple bits 
(pineapple, sugar), candied papaya bits (papaya, 
sugar), apple bits(5%), orange peels, flavouring, 
cinnamon(3%), rose blossom leaves, rose buds

81919-70

92025-70

90763-70

83286-70

91963-70

83460-70

83464-70

Ingredients: rooibos, ginger bits, cinnamon, 
flavouring, rose pepper, cardamom(4%),  
bruised pepper, vanilla bits(0,5%),  
cornflower blossoms

Chai Zanzibar 
Herbal Infusion, flavored 
with vanilla cardamom taste

92555-70

Mate Pomegranate natural
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with mate pomegranate taste
Ingredients: apple bits (apple, acidifier: citric acid), mate 
green(20%), sweet blackberry leaves, hibiscus blossoms, 
natural flavoring, pomegranate peels(6%), beetroot bits, 
marigold blossoms, pomegranate seeds(1%), cornflower 
blossoms

82179-70
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your new 
 favorite teas

Order now



FLORAPHARM participates regularly 
 in the Global Teachampionship  

in Las Vegas, USA.  
 

Our outstanding teas achieved more 
than 60 placings as the best tea.

81342-70 Black Bergamot

page 39

Our Tea Champions

82811-70 Tropical Sky®

page 22

91077-70 Mild Berry

page 19

92825-70 Teabreak  
Vanilla Lemongrass®

page 32



SUSTAINABILITY

Social engagement –  
Always hand in hand
Sustainable agriculture and fair trade practices walk hand 
in hand. In order to protect the environment we must take 
care of those who look after the environment locally. This 
is why we support various non-profit organizations globally 
that strive to improve the working and living conditions of 
those who grow our raw materials. Florapharm also actively 
supports local social welfare initaives in its home region of 
Frankonia, for instance supporting institutions which look 
after children with disabilities. Furthermore, we support va-
rious regional social and sport clubs which promote cultural 
diversity and equality. 

In order to enjoy tea with all our senses and to be part of the 
global tea trade with a clear conscience, it is important to 
look beyond the rim of the tea cup and the local shop coun-
ter. Nature offers us its wonderful and flavorful varieties. 
Cultivators and farmers give us their dedication and craft. 
Therefore, we bear the responsibility to take care of both. At 
Florapharm, we strive for betterment in our daily decisions 
and business practices. 

We transform natures goods into pleasure: 
Our Promise extends to our partners, employees and of 
course, our customers, as we look to treat all with respect 
and fairness.

Our promise: 
Protecting people and nature

Environmental protection –  
For a thriving nature
Producing healthy high quality teas requires a healthy envi-
ronment. To insure that Florapharm does its part, we activley 
search for and source from partners that cultivate using sus-
tainable or gental agricultural methods, absent of pesticides. 
We regularly audit our business and production practices to 
reduce our energy and material consumption. We constently 
review, test, and upgrade to the best available biodegradable 
and recyclable materials that still allows the tea to express it 
full aroma. Finally, we compensate our greenhouse gas em-
misions by supporting the Atmosfair initative and print our 
advertisement on uncoated paper. 



SUSTAINABILITY

Corporate management – 
it‘s all about the mix
We are a dynamically growing family-owned company. We 
actively research and look for changes in the market to build 
on set trends. This is possible with our strong team of expe-
rienced managers and executives supported by many young 
and ambitious team members. We share a passion for tea, 
innovation and high quality. We recruit and hire from not only 
our sector but also outside. We provide flexible hours and va-
rious part time models to better help support our employees 
work life balance. Finally, we focus on our local labor market 
to help keep our home economically strong and an attractive 
business location. 

Economy –
focus on quality
We are constantly reinventing tea in new and different ways, 
with creative recipes and excellent ingredients. To meet our 
extration requirments, we apply strict standardsfrom the first 
to the last step of the production chain. Begining with the 
careful selection of our raw materials in the countries of ori-
gin, continuing with intensive quality controls of the finished 
products and ending with the certification of our suppliers 
by our quality assurance department. In addition, our pro-
ducts and raw materials are tested by the independent and 
accredited food laboratory LEON®. We can do better. There is 
always more that can be done, and it starts with ourselves. 
As a tea producer, Florapharm sees itself as a advocate of 
these principles between tea farmers, suppliers, consumers, 
and you. We invite you, our specialist retailers to participa-
te in environmental and social initatives as well. To continue 
producing great tea we need cooperation and responsibility 
at every level.  

Moving forward –
Expanding our vision
Our modern production facilities and our operations at 
Florapharm are certified by IFS to the highest standards. 
However, in order to provide the best product possible we 
internally audit our production to assure a standard higher 
than what is legally required. 

Loyalty to our specalty retailers, always. 

Florapharm will always service the specialty retailer, and 
we see a multitude of companies vital for maintaining 
diversity in our society. We do not support market domi-
nance by large chains. Our diverse assortment reflects the 
diversity of all our specialty retailer customers and the tas-
tes of their customers.  

The Fairtrade seal stands for fairly cultivated 
and traded products and for a demonstrably 
improved living situation of the individual 
plantation workers by supporting social, 
ecological and economic projects.

FLORAPHARM is UTZ certified. This is a label that 
 guarantees the sustainable cultivation of coffee,  cocoa 
and tea. The focus here is on improving  productivity, 
efficiency, quality and compliance with social and en-
vironmental standards.

With the IFS Food certification, FLORAPHARM meets 
the strict quality requirements of our national and in-
ternational partners, which go far beyond the legal re-
quirements. This quality standard is regularly checked 
by independent experts (auditors).

Our products as well as our raw materials are tested 
by the independent accredited food laboratory LEON® 
in order to guarantee the quality and purity of our 
products.

The organic seal identifies products and raw mate-
rials from controlled organic cultivation. The focus is 
on the avoidance of pesticides and environmentally 
friendly cultivation. FLORAPHARM is certified and 
controlled by DE-ÖKO-005.

We support the initiative Atmosfair for the 
compensation of greenhouse gases through 
renewable energies.

FLORAPHARM supports the non-profit organisation 
Brot & Bücher e.V., which has been providing educa-
tion, health and food for children in the tea-growing 
regions of India since 1992. This relieves the financial 
burden on families and gives children a better future.
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ICONS
New product

Contains only natural flavoring

Mild tea

Perfect for Iced Tea

Our winner of the Global Tea Championship

Improved formula

No added flavoring

Our teas marked as “organic” products are controlled 
by DE-ÖKO-005.

Remarks: We wish to point out that differences in color may arise 
between the illustrations as shown here and the actual product. 
We accept no liability for changes and printing errors which may 
occur, also with regard to content, as well as the illustrations 
used. Images are similar.

Prices are subject to change.



ORGANIC TEA

13 Organic Rooibos

13  Organic Herbal Infusion

14 Organic Black Tea

14 Organic White Tea

15 Organic Green Tea

ORGANIC TEA



ORGANIC 
TEA

The focus is on the avoidance of pesticides and environmentally 
friendly cultivation. Compliance with European (EC Eco Regula-
tion) eco-standards is monitored and confirmed by independent 
inspection bodies.

FLORAPHARM offers a 
wide range of high-quality 
organic teas. The organic 
seal identifies products and 
raw materials from controlled 
organic cultivation.

82365-70   
Organic Ginger Turmeric

FLORAPHARM is  
certified and  
controlled.



ORGANIC TEA

13* certified organic

Organic Rooibos 

Organic Orange
Organic Herbal Infusion, flavored
with orange taste

Ingredients: rooibos*, orange peels*(8%), orange 
oil*(5%)

Sparkling fresh and yet very mild. The typical 
fruit taste of orange merges beautifully with 
the delicate taste of rooibos. Simply always 
fits.

82403-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

1 tsp.

Organic Rooibos
Herbal Infusion

Ingredients: rooibos*

Rooibos natural in best organic quality. 91027-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

1 tsp.

Organic Herbal Infusion

Organic Dream Body®

Organic Herbal Infusion, flavored
with nana mint lemon taste

Ingredients: coriander*, nana mint*(15%), nettle 
leaves*, orange peels*, lemongrass*(7%), apple pie-
ces (apple*, acidifier: citric acid), cinnamon*, ginger 
pieces*, natural fruit flavor, cloves*, cardamom*, 
citrus oil*

These carefuly selected ingredients harmo-
nize magiclly together and inside your body. 
Providing you with moments of ease and well-
being. 

82400-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Organic Ginger Elderberry
Organic Herbal Infusion, flavored
with ginger elderberry taste

Ingredients: apple pieces*, rose hip peels*, willow 
herb*, carrot pieces*, raspberry leaves*, ginger pie-
ces*(7%), vervain*, natural ginger fruit flavor, mallow 
leaves*, elderflowers*(3%)

It might be hard to believe how well these two 
harmonize, but these two superfoods do it 
exquisitly. Simply unbeatable. Our tip: Add a 
spoonful of honey.

82368-70

 

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.56/lb

Organic Ginger Turmeric 
Organic Herbal Infusion, flavored
with ginger turmeric taste

Ingredients: ginger pieces*(18%), apple pieces 
(apple*, acidifier: citric acid), turmeric*(12.5%), 
moringa leaves*, cinnamon*, licorice root*, lemong-
rass*, fennel*, natural fruit citrus spice flavor, citrus 
oil*, rose pepper*, ginseng root* 

Hint: „contains licorice – people suffering from 
hypertension should avoid excessive consumption“

The Ayurvedic blend from Indian spices like 
ginger, turmeric, licorice and pepper, com-
bined with the wondrous plant of moringa, 
makes this tea a stimulating good morning 
sunrise greeting.

82365-70

 

US $ 31.90/kg
US $ 14.47/lb

Organic Peppermint Leaves Cut
Organic peppermint tea

Ingredients: peppermint leaves*

Pure refresment and pure nature. Our organic 
peppermint leaves are always a good choice.

91401-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 5 min.212 °F 1-2 tsp.



ORGANIC TEA

14* certified organic

Organic Black Tea

Organic Ceylon Op 1 Kandy
Organic Black Tea

Ingredients: black tea*

Kandy was the capital of the last Sinhalese 
kingdom, which was able to assert numerous 
attempts at conquest by the colonial powers 
until it was conquered by the British in 1815. 
Teas that come from this particular region in 
Sri Lanka are known as „Kandy Teas“. A me-
dium-bodied, mouth filling tea reminscent of 
unsweetened chocolate and subtle fruit.

83025-70

 

US $ 31.90/kg
US $ 14.47/lb

Organic Pu Erh China
Organic Black Tea

Ingredients: black tea*

Pu Erh originates from the Chinese province 
of Yunnan. It has been produced there for 
1700 years. The tea goes through a special 
maturation process, in which it gets its red-
dish color and its strong, earthy taste.

93675-70

 

US $ 47.40/kg
US $ 21.50/lb

Organic Singell
Organic Black Tea
First Flush

Ingredients: black tea*

Singell, one of the oldest tea estates in the 
Darjeeling, is situated about 5000 ft above 
sea level. An excellent spring tea that gets 
your attention from the very first sip. Fresh, 
full bodied first impression, very round and 
expressive taste that is reminiscent of lilies of 
the valley. Highly aromatic with a distinctive 
and pronounced sweetness and a long-last-
ing mouthfeel.

91049-70

 

US $ 44.90/kg
US $ 20.37/lb

Organic White Tea

Organic China Pai Mu Tan
Organic White Tea

Ingredients: white tea*

Pai Mu Tan, known as „white peony“, is the 
best known tea in this category. Two leaves 
and a bud are plucked carefully by hand and 
dried without any further processing steps 
being involved. The leaves show many diffe-
rent colors of green and brown and contain 
silvery-silky leaf buds. The cup color is light 
with a nice amber tone. The taste is absolute-
ly mellow, elegant and reminds of sugar snap 
peas.

93237-70

 

US $ 59.50/kg
US $ 26.99/lb

176 °F - 194 °F

3 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs



ORGANIC TEA

15* certified organic

Organic Green Tea

Organic China Fog Tea
Organic Green Tea

Ingredients: green tea*

Grown in the mist and fog of the southeastern 
mountains of China, this organic tea is won-
derful tea for those who would like to delve 
into green tea for the first time. The fog pro-
tects the plants from too much sunlight so 
they can produce more chlorophyll, adding 
richer notes to this unique green tea. The but-
tery mellowness and fresh green flavor of it is 
simply amazing.

91501-70

 

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.56/lb

Organic China Sencha Decaf
Organic Green Tea decaffeinated

Ingredients: green tea* decaffeinated

Decaffeinated by using the CO2-method.

A steamed green tea that has been decaf-
feinated using the CO2 method. The caffei-
ne is removed from the product under high 
pressure retaining the pure, clean and classic 
Sencha flavor. Slightly grassy, sweet and aro-
matic.

91421-70

US $ 46.50/kg
US $ 21.10/lb

Organic Japan Gyokuro
Organic Green Tea

Ingredients: green tea*

Gyokuro is one of the top teas in Japan. In a 
special production, the tea bushes are shaded 
with special nets for up to 20 days at the be-
ginning of May. Due to the limited exposure 
to light, the leaves generate more chlorophyll 
thus contain less tannin. The tea then deve-
lops a sweeter and a more mellow taste. Gyo-
kuro is only harvested once a year, because 
the shading weakens the plants and need time 
to recuperate å the first harvest. The finished 
tea has flat dark green needles and a subtle 
sweet „umami“ taste.

80295-70

US $ 84.90/500gr
US $ 77.02/lb

Organic Japan Sencha
Organic Green Tea

Ingredients:  green tea*

Sencha is the most popular tea in Japan, as 
it is drunk throughout the day. The yellow-
greenish cup captivates with an intense, fresh 
fragrance. Sencha is a steamed green tea 
and therefore has a refreshing, vegetal, green, 
grassy flavor.

85239-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

Organic Joongjak
Organic Green Tea

Ingredients: green tea*

We are pleased to offer you a special green 
tea from South Korea. The tea plantation 
Seogwang is on the island Jeju and benefits 
from the very fertile volcanic soil, the clear 
and clean water and the good climate conditi-
ons. The tiny, sophisticatedly processed olive 
green leaves are a typical feature. They are 
steamed and roasted in line with traditional 
Korean tea production processes. A pleasant-
ly mild green tea with a flowery and fresh taste 
and a lemon yellow liqueur. Purely organic.

95557-70

 

US $ 41.60/kg
US $ 18.87/lb

3 min

Organic Raspberry Jasmine
Organic Green Tea Blend with herbs and fruit bits, 
flavored 
with raspberry jasmine taste

Ingredients: green tee China Sencha*, -Ming Mee*, 
-Wu Lu*, -Jasmine*(5%), natural fruit flavor, sunflower 
petals*, elderflowers*, raspberries*(1%)

This tea has been inspired by the Chinese 
dragon. It symbolises happiness and peace. 
It protects treasures and represents power. 
Drink it for your own benefit, or give someone 
else a cup of the exhilaration contained in this 
green tea.

82369-70

US $ 34.30/kg
US $ 15.56/lb

2 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F



18 Fruit Blend, flavored

FRUIT BLEND

FRUIT BLEND



FRUIT 
BLEND

Whether Strawberry Moringa,  
Tropic Mango or Persimmon  
Peach – our delicious fruit  
teas represent the most  
creative combinations. 

Tip: 
Our fruit teas are also a 
low-calorie, delicious treat.  
A refreshing homemade  
iced tea. 

For the best taste, we recommend infusing the fruit tea  
with 212°F hot water and letting it steep for 10 minutes.

  81448-70
Strawberry Moringa
mild natural

Colorful, fruity and always different! 
Fruit Teas are popular world wide and is particularly popular with children. Our large selection 
of fruit teas offers you various mild and naturally flavored teas. See for yourself!



FRUIT BLEND

18

Fruit Blend, flavored

Apple Pie mild
Fruit Blend, flavored
with apple pie taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric acid)
(56%), apple slices(15%), raisins, flavor, roasted chi-
cory root, cinnamon, almond flakes, vanilla pieces 

Contains almonds

The aromatic flavor of fresh apples, baked 
pastry, crunchy nuts and winter spices remind 
us of homemade apple strudel. A true delight 
for all apple-lovers!

94802-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Apricot Peach
Fruit Blend, flavored
with apricot peach taste

Ingredients: hibiscus petals, apple pieces, raisins, 
apricot pieces (apricot, rice flour)(10%), candied 
pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), elderberries, 
flavor, peach pieces (peach, rice flour)(3%), lemon 
peels, marigold petals

Enchantingly aromatic. Soft and sweet, just 
like the delicate skin of the fruit. You can‘t get 
enough of this fruit tea.

90274-70

US $ 24.80/kg
US $ 11.25/lb

Blood Orange mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with blood orange taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), 
raisins, carrot pieces, hibiscus petals, candied man-
go pieces (mango, sugar), orange pieces, natural 
flavor, beetroot pieces, strawberry slices, rhubarb 
pieces, raspberries, apricot pieces

Although this particular orange is native to the 
Mediterranean, it always reminds a bit of au-
tumn and winter. In any case, the intense color 
and fruity aroma bring some sunshine into life 
even on cold days.

82810-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Cherry
Fruit Blend with Tea Blend, flavored
with cherry taste

Ingredients: hibiscus petals, black tea, apple pieces 
(apple, acidifier: citric acid), orange peels, green tea, 
cherries, flavor

Cheeky, refreshing, but also utterly lovable – 
that’s how our cherry tea tastes.

82807-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

3-5 min

Cranberry
Fruit Blend, flavored
with cranberry taste

Ingredients: cranberries (cranberry, sugar, sunflower 
seed oil), hibiscus petals, apple slices, flavor

A tea for all the senses! Bright cup color, inten-
se aroma and an incredibly fruity taste, with a 
pleasant tangy note.

95375-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Fruit Vanilla
Fruit Blend, flavored
with vanilla berry taste

Ingredients: hibiscus petals, elderberries, raisins, 
flavor, black currants

Berries are a true treasure of nature. They are 
versatile, colourful and simply vibrant in taste. 
Unbeatable in combination with vanilla in this 
delicious tea!

92272-70

 

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

8-10 min212 °F 1–2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs



FRUIT BLEND

19

Gingerbread House® mild
Fruit Blend, flavored
with the taste of roasted almonds

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), 
candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), beetroot 
pieces, cinnamon sticks, flavor, raisins, coconut 
chips (coconut, sugar), roasted almonds (almonds, 
caramelised sugar)(2%), popcorn 

Contains almonds and coconut

Blended to transport you into a winter fairytale 
wonderland! Let your senses take a fantasical 
stroll with our gingerbread house. Perfect for 
the fall and winter holiday season!

92285-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Kiss of Berries® natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with blueberry elderberry taste

Ingredients: hibiscus petals, raisins(34%), elderber-
ries(15%), natural flavor, raspberries(2%), strawberry 
slices(2%), blueberries(0.5%)

Each Berry gently kisses your lips from the 
first to the last sip, allowing you to taste their 
individual characteristics as well as their har-
monious melange.

95464-70

 

US $ 27.90/kg
US $ 12.66/lb

Mango mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with mango taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied mango pieces (mango, sugar)(15%), 
natural flavor, mango pieces(5%), turmeric, marigold 
petals

Indians often say that “mango quenches 
the thirst of the soul”. It is their queen of the 
fruits, a symbol of fertility and knowledge. It 
can be used to prepare countless dishes and, 
when chilled, it provides a sweet, irresistible 
refreshment on hot summer nights. Just like 
our Indian Mango, with huge strips of fruit, a 
luminous yellow colour in the cup and an aro-
ma that makes you feel as if you are holding a 
fresh mango in your hands.

83459-70

 

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Mild Berry
Fruit Blend, flavored
with berry taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifer: citric acid), 
raisins, beetroot pieces, rose hip peels, elderberries, 
flavor, red currants, blackberries, black currants, 
raspberries

Want the full berry power? Well then, this fruit 
tea is just the thing. Experience the fruity-fine 
taste of forest berries and let one of our peo-
ples choice tea champions inspire you.

91077-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Mild Pineapple
Fruit Blend, flavored
with pineapple taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar)
(20%), flavor

The pineapple belongs to Hawaii like hula 
dances and flower chains. With its intense yet 
fine sweet pineapple taste, this tea deserves 
its name. It will transport you to that magical 
island in the Pacific with your first sip.

93789-70

 

US $ 21.50/kg
US $ 9.75/lb

Mild Raspberry
Fruit Blend, flavored
with raspberry taste

Ingredients: apple bits (apple, acidifier: citric acid), 
raisins, carrot bits, beetroot bits, flavoring, raspber-
ries(2.5%)

Raspberries can have it in them sometimes. 
This light blend convinces with an intense yet 
light and refreshing fruity taste.

91888-70

 

US $ 26.90/kg
US $ 12.20/lb

8-10 min212 °F 1–2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Peach
Fruit Blend with Tea Blend, flavored
with peach taste

Ingredients: hibiscus petals, black tea, apple pieces 
(apple, acidifier: citric acid), orange peels, green tea, 
flavor, peach pieces (peach, rice flour), red currants

An unmistakable, highly aromatic fruit treat 
awaits you with this tea. Simply summery, 
warm, like the sun of Georgia, where the sweet 
peach grows.

82812-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

3-5 min

Persimmon Peach mild
Fruit Blend, flavored
with persimmon peach taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
orange peels, persimmon slices(10%), flavor, le-
mongrass, peach pieces (peach, rice flour)(4%), red 
currants, rose petals

These two fruits are like soul mates. Their 
sweet-fruity taste melts into a delight, while 
the character of each individual is not lost. 
Also recommended cold and on ice.

81179-70

 

US $ 29.60/kg
US $ 13.43/lb

Pumpkin Spice mild
Fruit Blend, flavored
with pumpkin taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), raisins, candied papaya pieces (papaya, su-
gar), carrot pieces, beetroot pieces, flavor, pumpkin 
pieces(3%), cardamom, cinnamon, cloves, rose 
petals

The pumpkin is an essential element of 
the colder part of the year. This is no sur-
prise, as its delicately nutty yet fruity flavor 
is a particular highlight at this time of year.  
Especially when it harmonises with fine spi-
ces as wonderfully as it does here. It is these 
spices that make the tea perfect for Thanks-
giving and Halloween.

93008-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

8-10 min212 °F 1–2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Red Kiwi
Fruit Blend, flavored
with kiwi taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), hibiscus petals, carrot pieces, candied pineap-
ple pieces (pineapple, sugar), raisins, flavor, beetroot 
pieces, kiwi pieces, mallow blossoms

We are on a beautiful island nation with a cul-
ture and nature that is unique in the world. On 
our journey, we discover something: kiwis! 
And we do not only mean the delicious sweet 
and sour fruit that has defined the country, but 
also the people and animals: the full diversity. 
Experience the liveliness and congeniality of 
New Zealand with this intense fruit tea.

82645-70

 

US $ 19.90/kg
US $ 9.03/lb

Roasted Pineapple mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with roasted pineapple taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), coconut chips (coconut, sugar), pineapple 
chips(10%), natural flavor

Contains coconut

With this fruit tea a holiday from the inside be-
gins. Large, roasted pineapple pieces provide 
a refreshing tropical pleasure and make it a 
real highlight. When drinking, you can almost 
feel the Caribbean warmth that has provided 
the aromatic sweet taste of the ripe pineapple. 
But it‘s not just its unique taste that makes it 
the queen of tropical fruits - it‘s also full of im-
portant nutrients and vitamins.

83463-70

 

US $ 28.90/kg
US $ 13.11/lb

Spicy Pear mild
Fruit Blend, flavored
with pear taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), pear pieces(31,5%), flavor, cinnamon sticks, 
sunflower petals, vanilla pieces

This wonderful fruit tea combines juicy-sweet 
pear with a hint of sweet-spicy cinnamon. A 
comprehensive tea experience!

93616-70

 

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Star Fruit Kiwi mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with star fruit kiwi taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), 
candied star fruit slices (star fruit, sugar, acidifier: 
citric acid)(10%), pear pieces, ginger pieces, lemong-
rass, orange peels, natural flavor, orange pieces, 
kiwi pieces(1%)

This tea unites the taste stars among the 
fruits. The mixture is reminiscent of a large, 
colorful fruit basket, which one likes to give 
away, but which one should also enjoy oneself 
more often.

80440-70

 

US $ 28.90/kg
US $ 13.11/lb

Strawberry Guava natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with strawberry guava taste

Ingredients: candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, 
sugar), candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
hibiscus blossoms, elderberries, beetroot pieces, 
natural flavor, strawberry pieces(2%), guava pie-
ces(2%), vanilla pieces

This tea combines exotic and garden idyll. 
And lo and behold - they harmonize perfectly. 
No, much more than that - they become an ir-
resistible unity in this fruit tea blend. Try them 
chilled, with fresh ice cubes!

83050-70

 

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

8-10 min212 °F 1–2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Strawberry Kiwi
Fruit Blend, flavored
with strawberry kiwi taste

Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus blossoms, 
rose hip peels, flavor, kiwi pieces(1%), strawberry 
pieces(1%)

Do you feel like a little sweet and sour? Fruity 
and wonderfully balanced. For fruit tea fans 
through and through!

90270-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Strawberry Moringa mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with wild strawberry moringa taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), raisins, carrot pieces, moringa leaves(8%), 
beetroot pieces, hibiscus petals, natural flavor, 
strawberry pieces(3%)

The fruity notes of strawberry combined with 
the leaves of the Ayurvedic wonder tree are 
simply super delicious.

81448-70

US $ 26.90/kg
US $ 12.20/lb

Summer Passion Fruit mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with passion fruit taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), raisins, carrot pieces, beetroot pieces, candied 
pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), candied papaya 
pieces (papaya, sugar), natural flavor, lemon peels

The fact that this fruit tea is not only tasty and 
full of passion shows itself when you pour it 
on, at the latest, when you are enveloped in an 
exotic scent. At the first sip you will be ama-
zed and simply indulge in the delicious enjoy-
ment of the fruit.

95977-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Tropic Mango mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with tropic taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), carrot 
pieces, rose sugar sprinkles flamingos (sugar, rice 
flour, cocoa butter, thickener: tragacanth, coloring 
food (beetroot juice concentrate)), hibiscus petals, 
candied mango pieces (mango, sugar), natural fla-
vor, beetroot pieces, coconut chips (coconut, sugar), 
cornflower petals 

Contains coconut

A symbol of fertility and knowledge. It can 
be used to prepare countless dishes and, 
when chilled, it provides a sweet, irresistible 
refreshment on hot summer nights. Just like 
our Tropic Mango, with huge strips of fruit, a 
luminous yellow colour in the cup and an aro-
ma that makes you feel as if you are holding a 
fresh mango in your hands.

82814-70

 

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/kg

Tropical Sky® mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with mango tangerine taste

Ingredients: candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, 
sugar), apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric acid), 
candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), candied 
mango pieces (mango, sugar), natural flavor, tange-
rine slices, physalis, rose petals, sunflower petals

Let your body and mind relax. Take a piece of 
summer home with you and let our tea conju-
re dreams of you on a paradisiacal beach un-
der a cloudless tropical sky. A perfect holiday.

82811-70

 

US $ 27.90/kg
US $ 12.66/lb

8-10 min212 °F 1–2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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ROOIBOS

At an infusion temperature of 212°F and a brewing time of 5 minutes, 
rooibos develops its unique slightly sweet and full-bodied taste and 
its red-brown cup color.
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91508-70  
Pearl of the River Nile

After harvesting, the rooibos 
leaves are fermented and  
dried. In contrast, green  
rooibos is only dried, which 
is why it retains its green 
color. 

Rooibos is naturally  
caffeine-free and 
contains few tannins, 
which makes it very 
popular with children.

Rooibos is made from the needle-like leaves of the rooibos bush,  
which only occurs in South Africa. Rooibos is a national drink in South 
Africa and has only been known in Europe since the 20th century.
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Rooibos

Apple Cinnamon 
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with apple cinnamon taste

Ingredients: rooibos, candied pineapple bits (pine-
apple, sugar), candied papaya bits (papaya, sugar), 
apple bits(5%), orange peels, flavouring, cinna-
mon(3%), rose blossom leaves, rose buds

With its delicious apple-cinnamon taste this 
Rooibos gets you in the mood for the cold 
holidays. Do not miss this warming sensory 
friend.

92025-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.97/lb

Blueberry
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with blueberry taste

Ingredients: rooibos, flavor, blueberries(2%),  
cornflower petals

Attention all rooibos fans, this is something 
for connoisseurs! Pleasantly tangy and fresh 
with fruity notes of blueberries result in a per-
fect treat.

91186-70

US $ 31.80/kg
US $ 14.43/lb

Cappuccino Cream
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with cappuccino cream taste

Ingredients: roobios, caramel pieces (sugar, cocoa 
butter, caramel powder (whole milk powder, whey 
powder, sugar, butter, natural flavor), whole milk 
powder, emulsifier: lecithin, paprika extract), flavor, 
marigold petals 

Contains milk

Cappuccino or tea? How about both! Who said 
you can‘t have it all at once? We know you‘re 
curious, so give this distinctive unique blend a 
taste. You won‘t regret it.

81736-70

US $ 30.30/kg
US $ 13.75/lb

Chai Zanzibar
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with vanilla cardamom taste

Ingredients: rooibos, ginger bits, cinnamon, flavor-
ing, rose pepper, cardamom(4%), bruised pepper, 
vanilla bits(0,5%), cornflower blossoms

To Zansibar and back again? The sailing boat 
is ready and waiting at the harbour. Get on 
board quickly, and off we go across vanilla 
seas. We will dock briefly at the cardmom is-
land and then continue under the cornflower 
sky. Simply let your soul float free and dream 
of wonderful beaches!

92555-70

US $ 32.30/kg
US $ 14.65/lb

1 -2 tsp.

Chocolate Mint
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with chocolate mint taste

Ingredients: rooibos, brittle pieces (sugar, hazel-
nuts), chocolate pieces (sugar, cocoa mass, low fat 
cocoa powder, cocoa butter, dextrose, emulsifier: 
lecithin)(7%), flavor, peppermint leaves(3%) 

Contains hazelnut

This aromatic rooibos is reminiscent of de-
licious chocolate mint chocolates. A sweet 
temptation that is not a sin. An ideal compa-
nion on a cloudy afternoon.

91273-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Coconut Almond
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with coconut almond taste

Ingredients: rooibos, coconut rasps(25%),  
flavor, almond flakes(2%), rose petals 

Contains coconut and almonds

Almonds and coconut flakes make us dream 
of the next Caribbean holiday.

91756-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

1 -2 tsp.

5 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Fig Honey natural
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with fig honey taste

Ingredients: honeybush, apple pieces, candied 
pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), candied papaya 
pieces (papaya, sugar), natural flavor, cinnamon 
sticks, cinnamon, fig slices(2%), lychee pieces, 
cactus blossoms, dwarf everlast blossoms

Smooth and elegant, like the flowing gold, this 
tea melts on the tongue. The combination of 
honey and fig give it a truly lovely character. 
So magical, who can resist?

81685-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

Ginger Coconut
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with ginger coconut taste

Ingredients: rooibos, ginger pieces(18%),  
coconut chips (coconut, sugar)(15%),  
cinnamon, apple pieces, flavor, cardamom,  
black pepper, almond flakes 

Contains almonds and coconut

Are you planning a cosy winter evening with 
friends at a snow bar or relaxing in front of the 
fireplace? Then our winter punch is definitely 
the right thing for you. The ginger refreshes 
and warms with its light citrus note and mild 
pungency. Combined with the sweet coconut 
it creates a magical moment of a perfect eve-
ning.

91219-70

US $ 25.30/kg
US $ 11.48/lb

Ginger Nut
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with ginger nut taste

Ingredients: rooibos, candied pineapple pieces 
(pineapple, sugar), candied mango pieces (mango, 
sugar), candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
roasted almonds (almonds, caramelised sugar)(5%), 
coconut chips (coconut, sugar), walnut pieces(5%), 
flavor, hazelnut pieces(3%) 

Contains almond, coconut, walnut and hazelnut

A special fruit melange with roasted  almonds, 
candied pineapple and papaya pieces and co-
conut chips. A great tea for the Holiday sea-
son.

92550-70

US $ 30.30/kg
US $ 13.75/lb

Icebush Yellow Plum
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with mirabelle taste

Ingredients: rooibos, flavor, apricot pieces  
(apricot, rice flour), red currants, sunflower petals

The exotic blend will surprise you with its 
beauty and its particularly delicate fruity notes 
as a rooibus tea. A tea that warms the heart 
and leaves a sense of connectedness behind.

92202-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Organic Orange
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with orange taste

Ingredients: rooibos*, orange peels*(8%), 
orange oil*(5%)

Sparkling fresh and yet very mild. The typical 
fruit taste of orange merges beautifully with 
the delicate taste of rooibos. Simply always 
fits.

82403-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

Pearl of the River Nile
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with black currant raspberry taste

Ingredients: rooibos, candied pineapple pieces (pi-
neapple, sugar), flavor, candied papaya pieces (pa-
paya, sugar), candied mango pieces (mango, sugar), 
black currants(1.5%), sunflower petals, strawberry 
pieces, raspberries(1%)

The Nile is not just an exceptionally long river 
– it also conceals a huge number of treasures. 
Such as this tea. Try this unusual delicacy, tas-
ting of red currants and raspberries.

91508-70

US $ 30.30/kg
US $ 13.75/lb

5 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Organic Rooibos
Herbal Infusion

Ingredients: rooibos*

Rooibos natural in best organic quality. 91027-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Star of Africa®

Herbal Infusion, flavored
with cinnamon orange taste

Ingredients: rooibos, raisins, apple pieces, flavor, 
orange peels(4%), cinnamon(2%), almond flakes 

Contains almond

What is sparkling over there? A star? No, it 
seems like someones eyes! Sparkling eyes 
are a common side-effect of this irresistible 
rooibos-herbal tea tasting of cinnamon and 
orange.

90855-70

US $ 25.90/kg
US $ 11.75/lb

Tropical Sunrise®

Herbal Infusion, flavored
with pineapple grapefruit taste

Ingredients: rooibos, ginger pieces, apple pieces, 
orange peels, lemongrass, cinnamon sticks, coco-
nut rasps, flavor, rose pepper, cardamom, candied 
pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), red currants, 
cornflower petals, grapefruit pieces 

Contains coconut

This tropical mixture really makes the sun shi-
ne for you. The fruity-sweet taste of the rooi-
bos is combined with spicy-fresh ingredients 
giving you a warm summer feeling inside all 
year round.

92267-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Vienna´s Apple Pie
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with apple pie taste

Ingredients: green honeybush, green rooibos,  
rooibos, apple pieces(15%), raisins, flavor,  
hazelnut pieces 

Contains hazelnuts

Who doesn‘t love the fruity-sweet taste of a 
Viennese Apple Pie? Austria‘s capital special-
ty! Fresh warm apple pie in a cup, guaranteed 
not to disappoint you

83048-70

 

US $ 28.50/kg
US $ 12.93/lb

Winter Chocolate
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with spicy chocolate taste

Ingredients: cocoa pieces(25%), rooibos, ginger 
pieces, roasted chicory root, barley malt, cinnamon, 
cinnamon sticks, flavor, cardamom, black pepper 

Contains gluten

We just can‘t keep our hands off this tea. No 
wonder, sweet and yet spicy, it enchanted us 
in no time at all. Together with ginger and cin-
namon, this winter chocolate is a must-have 
of the season.

92032-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

5 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Green Rooibos

Teabreak Desert Blossom®

Herbal Infusion, flavored
with peach mango taste

Ingredients: green rooibos, flavor, cactus petals, 
peach pieces (peach, rice flour)(2%), candied mango 
pieces (mango, sugar)(2%), cornflower petals

This tea is a symbol of strength, when all 
seems lost; for hope, when everything tum-
bles into chaos; for joy on a dull day. The 
selected ingredients simply provide you with 
strength and fill you with new motivation.

91452-70

US $ 31.80/kg
US $ 14.43/lb

Honeybush / Green Honeybush 

Peach Apricot
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with peach apricot taste

Ingredients: green honeybush, candied pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar), orange peels, candied 
papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), flavor, apricot  
pieces (apricot, rice flour), peach pieces (peach,  
rice flour), rose petals

This tropical mixture really makes the sun shi-
ne for you. The fruity-sweet taste of the rooi-
bos is combined with fresh ingredients which 
give you a feeling of summer all year round!

95979-70

US $ 28.50/kg
US $ 12.93/lb

Raspberry
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with raspberry taste

Ingredients: rooibos, honeybush, flavor,  
raspberries(1,5%), sunflower petals

The sweet notes of Honeybush combined 
with the great fruity taste of raspberries  make 
this tea a special taste experience.

92026-70

US $ 30.30/kg
US $ 13.75/lb

Vanilla
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with vanilla taste

Ingredients: honeybush, rooibos, flavor,  
vanilla pieces(0,5%)

Sensually sweet vanilla - rounds off the mild 
Honeybush perfectly. A seductive taste!

91032-70

US $ 28.40/kg
US $ 12.89/lb

5 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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HERBAL 
INFUSION

Our herbal teas entice the  
senses with a particular  
delicious taste picked from 
top quality herbs. 

For the perfect herbal tea you should infuse the tea with 212°F 
hot water and let it steep for about 5 minutes.

The power of certain herbs and spices has been used for thousands 
of years because they are believed to have positive properties for 
the body. During the infusion, the herbs release valued ingredients, 
like essential oils that give the tea its smell and taste. With our her-
bal teas, we not only attach great importance to wellness for body 
and soul, but also to the delicious taste of fresh herbs. 

  92825
Teabreak Vanilla Lemongrass®

Our herbal infusions are 
blended with the healthy 
and the naturally occuring 
benifits, that these plants 
provide, in mind. 
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Gourmet Herbal Infusion

Cinnamon Apple with Chamomile
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with cinnamon apple taste

Ingredients:apple pieces (apple, acidifier:  
citric acid)(53%), camomile blossoms(35%),  
cinnamon(6%), flavor

What an extraordinary taste experience! 
Sweet apple meets cinnamon and camomile. 
The fruity taste of apple melts with cinnamon 
and plays with camomile in an incredibly se-
ductive way. A fruity herbal tea for the whole 
family.

91054-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Organic Ginger Elderberry
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with ginger elderberry taste

Ingredients: apple pieces*, rose hip peels*,  
willow herb*, carrot pieces*, raspberry leaves*,  
ginger pieces*(7%), vervain*, natural ginger  
fruit flavor, mallow leaves*, elderflowers*(3%)

It might be hard to believe how well these two 
harmonize, but these two superfoods do it 
exquisitly. Simply unbeatable. Our tip: Add a 
spoonful of honey.

82368-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

Lemongrass Peppermint
Herbal Infusion

Ingredients: lemongrass, lime tree blossoms,  
peppermint leaves, marigold petals, cornflower 
petals

Relax with this pleasant, refreshing lemony 
herbal tea to find inner peace and take some 
time out.

82809-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Mate Pomegranate natural
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with mate pomegranate taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), mate green(20%), sweet blackberry leaves, hi-
biscus petals, natural flavor, pomegranate peels(6%), 
beetroot pieces, marigold petals, pomegranate 
seeds(1%), cornflower petals

Bang - Booom - Pow! this herbal tea provides 
for a taste explosion and gives new energy. 
It contains Mate, the cult drink from South 
America, which stimulates the circulation and 
activates body and soul. We have combined it 
with fruity pomegranate, because the slightly 
earthy, bitter-sweet taste of mate harmonises 
perfectly with the sweet fruit.

82179-70

US $ 29.40/kg
US $ 13.34/lb

5 min212 °F 1-2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Raspberry Mint
Herbal and Fruit Blend, flavored
with raspberry mint taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), hibiscus petals, blackberry leaves, peppermint 
leaves(8%), bean peels, camomile blossoms, rasp-
berry leaves, flavor, sunflower petals, blackberries, 
raspberries(0.5%)

The fruity raspberry taste combined  
with the freshness of mint gives this  
tea its special flavor.

91292-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Star Whisper®

Herbal Infusion

Ingredients: carrot pieces, peppermint leaves(20%), 
licorice root(20%), nana mint, lavender blossoms 

Hint: „Contains licorice – people suffering from 
hypertension should avoid excessive consumption”

Our great champion tea whispers the secrets 
of the stars to you with every cup.

93100-70

US $ 20.90/kg
US $ 9.48/lb

Teabreak Vanilla Lemongrass®

Herbal Infusion, flavored
with vanilla lemongrass taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), lemongrass, green rooibos, orange pieces, 
vervain, flavor, vanilla pieces

This combination of herbs becomes an unbe-
lievably harmonious taste experience. Power 
and sweetness unite for unmistakeable de-
light.

92825-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Wellness Herbal Infusion

Aniseed Valerian
Herbal Infusion

Ingredients: valerian root, passion flower herb, 
lemon balm leaves(15%), peppermint leaves, fennel, 
caraway, aniseed, rose hip peels, rosemary leaves, 
marigold petals

So much happening and so much left to do.
Have a cup of this fine blend when you‘re finis-
hed with the day and looking to calmly cuddle 
up and sleep well.

90489-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Beautiful Body® natural
Herbal Infusion with Green Tea(10%), flavored
with ginger lemon taste

Ingredients: apple pieces, green tea China Gunpow-
der, lemongrass, candied pineapple pieces (pine-
apple, sugar), ginger pieces(7%), dandelion, natural 
flavor, lemon peels(4%), coriander, tulsi herb, popped 
rice, orange petals, rose petals, ginseng root

Too much Stress? Too little Sleep? Let this 
herbal infusion refresh you while relieving you 
of all your weight. This tea sends you back out 
ready.

95471-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Chamomile Peppermint
Herbal Infusion, flavored

Ingredients: camomile blossoms(30%), peppermint 
leaves(30%), yarrow, valerian roots, marigold petals, 
lemon balm leaves

A traditional combination of herbs with a na-
turally delicious taste.

90495-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

5 min212 °F 1-2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Cold Chaser®

Herbal Infusion

Ingredients: elderflowers, lime tree blossoms, 
thyme, rose hip peels, blackberry leaves, wild 
thyme, aniseed, fennel, licorice root, marigold petals 
elderflowers, lime tree blossoms, thyme, rose hip 
peels, blackberry leaves, wild thyme, aniseed, fennel, 
licorice root, marigold petals

The mix of these tasty traditional herbs is not 
just for bad weather and the cold season but 
always enjoyable

90493-70

US $ 26.90/kg
US $ 12.21/lb

Organic Dream Body®

Organic Herbal Infusion, flavored
with nana mint lemon taste

Ingredients: coriander*, nana mint*(15%), nettle 
leaves*, orange peels*, lemongrass*(7%), apple pie-
ces (apple*, acidifier: citric acid), cinnamon*, ginger 
pieces*, natural fruit flavor, cloves*, cardamom*, 
citrus oil*

These carefuly selected ingredients harmo-
nize magiclly together and inside your body. 
Providing you with moments of ease and well-
being. 

82400-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Herbal Lemon
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with lemon taste

Ingredients: mistletoe, bean peels, birch leaves, 
lemongrass(10%), nettle leaves, St. John‘s wort, 
ginkgo leaves, flavor

Your project has to be finished tomorrow; 
nothing is ready for the birthday and the dog 
needs to go out. Treat yourself! Simply make 
yourself our tea and enjoy a brief break. It will 
work wonders for you!

90624-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Organic Ginger Turmeric 
Organic Herbal Infusion, flavored
with ginger turmeric taste

Ingredients: ginger pieces*(18%), apple pieces 
(apple*, acidifier: citric acid), turmeric*(12.5%), 
moringa leaves*, cinnamon*, licorice root*, lemong-
rass*, fennel*, natural fruit citrus spice flavor, citrus 
oil*, rose pepper*, ginseng root* 

Hint: „contains licorice – people suffering from 
hypertension should avoid excessive consumption“

The Ayurvedic blend from Indian spices like 
ginger, turmeric, licorice and pepper, com-
bined with the wondrous plant of moringa, 
makes this tea a stimulating good morning 
sunrise greeting.

82365-70

 

US $ 31.90/kg
US $ 14.47/lb

5 min212 °F 1-2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs



HERBAL INFUSION

34* certified organic

Ayurvedic Herbal Infusion

Chai of Sri Lanka
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with lemon cinnamon taste

Ingredients: lemongrass(47.5%), coconut chips 
(coconut, sugar), ginger pieces, candied pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar), cinnamon(8%), cloves, 
rose pepper, bruised pepper, cardamom, flavor 

Contains coconut

A tropical spice garden, that perfectly com-
bines the wonderful spices found in this her-
bal Chai. We respectfully pay homage to the 
country with our pleasant sweet and spicy 
blend.

92549-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Ginger Ginseng
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with ginger ginseng taste

Ingredients: apple pieces, rooibos, ginger pieces, 
bean peels, cinnamon, lemongrass, St. John‘s wort, 
flavor, black pepper, cloves, cardamom, ginseng 
root, lemon peels

This Ayurvedic recipe is said to reinstate ba-
lance, particularly in men. Ginger, ginseng and 
other beneficial herbs, mix to brew this potent 
and deliscious concoction

95986-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

1 tsp.

Herbs for Women® natural
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with orange taste

Ingredients: apple pieces, orange peels(12%),  
rooibos, ginger pieces, cinnamon, raspberry  
leaves, fennel, camomile blossoms, alchemilla,  
cloves, St. John‘s wort, cardamom, natural flavor, 
black pepper, juniper berries, goose grass

No time for a day trip to the spa? Can‘t find 
the time to finish your book? For now our 
delicious tea will do. Seduce your senses  
with our blend.

91001-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Tulsi Orange Ginger natural
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with orange ginger taste

Ingredients: tulsi herb(32,5%), apple pieces,  
orange peels(13%), green rooibos, ginger  
pieces(8%), natural flavor, rose pepper,  
cardamom, cinnamon

A perfect trio! Discover the full yet balanced 
sweet and spicy taste of this wonderful tea.

91661-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Fruit and Herbal Components

Organic Peppermint Leaves Cut
Organic peppermint tea

Ingredients: peppermint leaves*

Pure refresment and pure nature. Our organic 
peppermint leaves are always a good choice.

91401-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

5 min212 °F 1-2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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BLACK TEA



BLACK 
TEA

During the production of  
black tea, the leaves of the  
tea plant are fermented.  
This gives black tea its  
special taste, cup color  
and character, which can  
vary greatly depending on  
the season, growing area  
and processing. 

Black tea comes mainly from cultivation areas such as India  
(Darjeeling, Assam), Sri Lanka, Africa, Indonesia and China and be-
came popular in Europe through the English only in the 17th century.

  90480-70
Almond�Coconut

At an infusion temperature of 212°F and a brewing time  
of 3  minutes, the tannins and caffeine in black tea can unfold  
optimally and thus develop its unique taste.



BLACK TEA

37* certified organic

Region of Origin Darjeeling

Margaret´s�Hope
Black Tea
Second Flush

Ingredients: black tea

In the early 1930s this Darjeeling garden was 
actually named Bara-Rington and owned by 
Mr. Bagdon from England who had brought 
his daughter Margaret to the garden. She 
was so impressed with the scenic beauty and 
charm that she wished to return back here one 
day after their journey back home to England. 
Sadly, she got ill and succumbed to her illnes 
back home.  In memory of his daughter Mr. 
Bagdon renamed the garden as Margaret‘s 
Hope. The estate is located in the Northern 
Valley of Kurseong at an altitude of 350 to 
6000 ft. A very pleasant, full-bodied aromatic 
second flush with the typical amber-colored 
cup and nice floral notes.

91369-70

US $ 49.90/kg
US $ 22.64/lb

Organic Singell
Organic Black Tea
First Flush

Ingredients: black tea*

Singell, one of the oldest tea estates in the 
Darjeeling, is situated about 5000 ft above 
sea level. An excellent spring tea that gets 
your attention from the very first sip. Fresh, 
full bodied first impression, very round and 
expressive taste that is reminiscent of lilies of 
the valley. Highly aromatic with a distinctive 
and pronounced sweetness and a long-last-
ing mouthfeel.

91049-70

 

US $ 44.90/kg
US $ 20.37/lb

Region of Origin Assam

Bukhial
Black Tea

Ingredients: black tea

One of the prime Assam tea estates that is si-
tuated in the Goaghat district of Assam. Buk-
hial is widely known for ist gutty and golden 
bright liquors. The tea has a wonderful malty 
aroma, is quite full-bodied but nicely balanced 
at the same time. Tangy and spicy aftertaste 
lingers on your tongue

92312-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Region of Origin Ceylon

Organic Ceylon�OP�1�Kandy
Organic Black Tea

Ingredients: black tea*

Kandy was the capital of the last Sinhalese 
kingdom, which was able to assert numerous 
attempts at conquest by the colonial powers 
until it was conquered by the British in 1815. 
Teas that come from this particular region in 
Sri Lanka are known as „Kandy Teas“. A me-
dium-bodied, mouth filling tea reminscent of 
unsweetened chocolate and subtle fruit.

83025-70

US $ 31.90/kg
US $ 14.47/lb

3 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs



BLACK TEA

38* certified organic

Region of Origin China

Golden�Snail
Black Tea

Ingredients: black tea

An exquisite tea produced in the southern Chi-
nese province of Guangxi by rolling tea buds 
into small golden coils, or snail shapes. Dark 
amber liquor with a sweet and malty taste, si-
milar to sweet bread, with notes of cocoa and 
molasses.

92512-70

US $ 39.90/kg
US $ 18.10/lb

Organic Pu�Erh�China
Organic Black Tea

Ingredients: black tea*

Pu Erh originates from the Chinese province 
of Yunnan. It has been produced there for 
1700 years. The tea goes through a special 
maturation process, in which it gets its red-
dish color and its strong, earthy taste.

93675-70

 

US $ 47.40/kg
US $ 21.50/lb

Region of Origin Other Regions

Milima
Black Tea Kenia TGFOP

Ingredients: black tea

Milima means mountain or “high place’ in 
Swahili. It is a most apt description as the lea-
ves used for making Milima tea are grown at 
6000 feet or higher. Milima tea comes from 
selected bushes from three estates at or ab-
ove this altitude, these bein Chemase, Kapro-
ret and Saramek. A full bodied, rich tea with 
subtle malty hints.

90763-70

US $ 26.90/kg
US $ 12.20/lb

Teabreak�English�Breakfast®

Black Tea Blend

Ingredients: black tea

One of the most popular tea blends of the Bri-
tish tea culture. This tea blend comprises teas 
from India, Africa, Ceylon and China. Full-bo-
died, strong and rich it is designed to be drunk 
with milk and sugar. The perfect companion 
for just any breakfast. An uplifting wake-up 
tea!

90505-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Teabreak�English�Breakfast® 
Decaffeinated
Black Tea decaffeinated

Ingredients: black tea decaffeinated
 
Decaffeinated by using the CO2-method.

A typical English Breakfast tea that has been 
decaffeinated using the CO2 method. The caf-
feine is removed from the product under high 
pressure retaining the pure, clean and classic 
tea flavor. 

92319-70

US $ 45.40/kg
US $ 20.60/lb

3 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs



BLACK TEA

39* certified organic

Black- and Green Tea Mixtures, flavored

Passion�Fruit
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with mango passion fruit taste

Ingredients: black tea, green tea, candied pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar), flavor, candied papaya 
pieces (papaya, sugar), marigold petals, kiwi pieces, 
cornflower petals

A wonderful straightforward clack and green 
tea blend with just enough of that wonderful 
tropical passion fruit taste.

82808-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

3-5 min

Pear�Peach
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with pear peach taste

Ingredients: black tea, green tea, flavor, mate green, 
nettle leaves, manna pieces, pear pieces (2%), peach 
pieces (peach, rice flour)(2%), sunflower petals, 
red currants, vitamin C, guarana seeds, blackthorn 
petals

A refreshing and fruity duo perfect to quench 
your thirst, hot or cold.

90619-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Strawberry�Mango
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with strawberry mango taste

Ingredients: black tea, green tea, candied pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar), candied mango pieces 
(mango, sugar)(4%), flavor, sunflower petals, straw-
berry pieces(1%)

A perfect accompaniment to those long 
summer evenings hanging out with friends. 
Indulge in this tea to create an unforgetable 
evening.

91293-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Earl Grey

Black�Bergamot
Black Tea with petals, flavored
with bergamot taste

Ingredients: black tea, flavor, cornflower petals, 
mallow blossoms

Our original refined take on Earl Grey, with 
blue corn and mallow flowers. A quick humble 
brag: both a  peoples choice and Tea cham-
pionship winner!

81342-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Earl�Grey
Black Tea, flavored

Ingredients: black tea, flavor

Our Earl Grey floats classically, nobly and ti-
melessly through the here and now, impres-
sing with a distinctive taste of southern Italian 
bergamot fruit.

92271-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Earl�Grey�Classic�natural
Black Tea, flavored
with bergamot taste

Ingredients: black tea Ceylon, -South India, -China, 
natural flavor

This popular black tea mixture is a true clas-
sic. The sweet-sour aroma of the bergamot 
combined with a slightly bitter taste ensures 
this unmistakeable enjoyment.

90436-70

US $ 25.90/kg
US $ 11.75/lb

3 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs



BLACK TEA

40* certified organic

Earl�Grey�Decaf�natural
Black Tea decaffeinated, flavored
with bergamot taste

Ingredients: black tea decaffeinated, natural flavor 
 
Decaffeinated by using the CO2-method.

A special Earl Grey that has been decaffei-
nated using the CO2 method. The caffeine is 
removed from the product under high pres-
sure retaining the pure, clean and classic Earl 
Grey flavor.

83464-70

US $ 52.80/kg
US $ 23.95/lb

Manhatten�Earl�Grey�natural
Black Tea with petals, flavored
with bergamot taste

Ingredients: black tea, natural flavor, marigold 
petals, mallow blossoms

Natural old-world taste with new world aest-
hetic! Our stunning black tea earl grey spe-
ckled with golden marigold petals conjures up 
the magnificent setting sun-drenched skyline 
from who’s name this tea was inspired: Man-
hattan. As the city, this tea is a complete deca-
dent sensory experience.

92277-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

Mixtures, flavored

Almond�Coconut
Black Tea Blend with coconut rasps and almond 
flakes, flavored
with almond coconut taste

Ingredients: black tea Ceylon, -South India, -China, 
coconut rasps(25%), flavor, almond flakes(2%) 

Contains almonds and coconut

What could be better than making yourself 
comfortable in front of the window with a hot 
cup of tea in your hands during a snow storm. 
When it tastes of almond and coconut, not-
hing stands in the way of your well-being.

90480-70

US $ 24.70/kg
US $ 11.21/lb

Apple�Almond
Black Tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with apple almond taste

Ingredients: black tea Assam, apple pieces(13%), 
raisins, flavor, almond flakes(2,5%) 

Contains almond

Just like Grandmas! The simple absolute de-
lish apple pie taste that gets you that warm 
and cozy feeling, inside a cup

91769-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Banana�Coconut
Black Tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with banana coconut taste

Ingredients: black tea, flavor, coconut raps(5%), 
coconut chips (coconut, sugar)(3%), banana pie-
ces(1%), cornflower petals 

Contains coconut

Unusual ingredients such as coconut and ba-
nana merge with black tea to create an exotic 
tea delight.

93475-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Black�Currant
Black Tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with black currant taste

Ingredients: black tea Ceylon, -South India, -China, 
flavor, black currants(2%), black currant leaves(1%)

Let your senses be astounded and take a stroll 
through a wild black currant patch. Simply 
tasty. 

90425-70

US $ 24.10/kg
US $ 10.93/lb

3 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs



BLACK TEA

41* certified organic

3 min212 °F 1 tsp.

Chai�Americaine
Black Tea with fruit pieces and spices, flavored
with cinnamon orange taste

Ingredients: black tea, cloves, orange peels(6%), 
flavor, cinnamon(2%)

The subtly sweet, pleasantly spicy taste of 
cinnamon and orange simply seduces every 
chai lover.

92257-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Chai�American�Decaf
Black Tea

Ingredients: black tea decaffeinated, cloves, orange 
peels, flavor, cinnamon

Decaffeinated by using the CO2-method.

A special chai tea that has been decaffeinated 
using the CO2 method. The caffeine is remo-
ved from the product under high pressure re-
taining the pure flavor.

81919-70

US $ 54.30/kg
US $ 24.63/lb

Chai�Indienne
Black Tea with spices, flavored
with cinnamon ginger taste

Ingredients: black tea, cinnamon, ginger pieces, 
cardamom, flavor

This spicy black tea is great for all those who 
like it pleasantly tart and sparkling.  A shot of 
fresh milk and the drinking experience beco-
mes a creamy delight.

92331-70

US $ 27.90/kg
US $ 12.66/lb

Coconut�Fig�natural
Black Tea with herbs and fruit bits, flavored
with coconut fig taste

Ingredients: black tea, candied mango pieces 
(mango, sugar), coconut chips (coconut, sugar)(6%), 
natural flavor, pineapple chips, fig slices(2%), white 
hibiscus

Contains coconut

Who is in the mood for a sunny short trip to 
the South Seas to relax and recharge your bat-
teries? Sip from your coconut, umm tea cup, 
on a lonely beach and let yourself be enchan-
ted by tropical fruits with the sound of the sea! 
This tropical black tea with coconut and fig 
lets the journey begin.

83286-70

US $ 34.50/kg
US $ 15.65/lb

Coffee
Black Tea Blend with cocoa pieces and coffee 
beans, flavored
with coffee taste

Ingredients: black tea, Puh Erh tea, cocoa pie-
ces(14%), coffee beans(7.5%), flavor

I don‘t drink coffee, I take tea my dear! Okay, I‘ll 
take a coffee now and then. But why decide? 
With this black tea you get both at once. Sim-
ply ingenious.

80998-70

US $ 28.90/kg
US $ 13.11/lb

Cream�Royal
Black Tea Blend with vanilla pieces, flavored
with cream taste

Ingredients: black tea Assam, -China, flavor, vanilla 
pieces(1%)

Well, how do you think the royalty enjoys her 
teatime? Guaranteed with this delicious black 
tea, the mild sweetness of the vanilla and the 
rich taste of cream will make you enjoy it. Sim-
ply royal!

90449-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs



BLACK TEA

42* certified organic

English�Caramel
Black Tea with caramel pieces, flavored
with caramel taste

Ingredients: black tea, caramel pieces (sugar, cocoa 
butter, caramel powder (whole milk powder, whey 
powder, sugar, butter, natural flavor), whole milk 
powder, emulsifier: lecithin, paprika extract), flavor 

Contains milk

Creamy and delicate pleasure for the „sweet“ 
black tea connoisseur. Delicious with milk - 
the way the British love it!

81733-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Hawaiian�Blossom�natural
Black Tea with fruit pieces and petals, flavored
with mango passion fruit taste

Ingredients: black tea, natural flavor, candied mango 
pieces (mango, sugar), sunflower petals, mallow 
petals, rose petals, passion fruit pieces (apple puree 
concentrate, passion fruit concentrate, antioxidant: 
ascorbic acid)

Have you ever been to Hawaii? With this fruity 
black tea you can easily bring that Hawaiian 
feeling home. It‘s like a lei in a cup. 

94196-70

US $ 26.90/kg
US $ 12.21/lb

Iced�Tea�Classic
Black Tea

Ingredients: black tea

The perfect blend for a classic iced tea. Add 
ice cubes and a few squeezes of lemon and 
feel refreshed all around.

82714-70

US $ 19.90/kg
US $ 9.03/lb

Irish�Whiskey�with�Cream
Black Tea with cocoa pieces, flavored
with whiskey chocolate taste

Ingredients: black tea, cocoa pieces(15%), flavor

Our Black Tea Irish Cream takes you to the 
land of distillates. From there, we know first-
class whiskey, the maturity of which is gladly 
rounded off masterfully by delicate cocoa and 
cream. Just like this tea. With ice and an extra 
shot of milk or cream, a brilliant mocktail and 
ideal for toasting ST. Patrick‘s Day.

83047-70

US $ 25.90/kg
US $ 11.75/lb

Lemon�Decaf�natural
Black Tea decaffeinated with fruit pieces and 
herbs, flavored
with lemon taste

Ingredients: black tea decaffeinated, apple pieces, 
lemongrass, lemon peels, natural flavor, marigold 
petals

Decaffeinated by using the CO2-method.

Let yourself be seduced by the intense and at 
the same time fruity-fresh taste of this decaf-
feinated black tea blend. An invigorating plea-
sure and a must in every tea kitchen.

82713-70

US $ 40.80/kg
US $ 18.51/lb

Mango�Moringa�natural
Black Tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with mango moringa taste

Ingredients: black tea, candied pineapple pieces 
(pineapple, sugar), moringa leaves, candied mango 
pieces (mango, sugar), natural flavor, orange pieces, 
strawberry pieces

Straight black tea with the amazing Moringa 
plant is already an ingenious combination. 
Add something exotic, like mango, and you 
get this fabulous taste that is hard to beat

82815-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

3-5 min

3 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs



BLACK TEA

43* certified organic

3 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs

Peaches�&�Flowers
Black Tea with petals and fruit pieces, flavored
with peach taste

Ingredients: black tea, flavor, rose petals, peach 
pieces (peach, rice flour)(1%)

This exclusive and passionate mixture is ideal 
for a romantic teatime. Velvety peach and a 
slight hint of rose melt together wonderfully 
and give this black tea a flowery fruity taste.

92280-70

US $ 23.10/kg
US $ 10.48/lb

Raspberry
Black Tea with raspberries, flavored
with raspberry taste

Ingredients: black tea, flavor, raspberry pieces(1%), 
raspberries(1%)

A fruity and full-bodied black tea that not only 
tastes fantastic, but also pleases the eyes 
with the bright raspberries.

90429-70

US $ 24.10/kg
US $ 10.93/lb

Roasted�Almonds
Black Tea with roasted almonds, flavored
with taste of roasted almonds

Ingredients: black tea, roasted almonds (almonds, 
caramelized sugar), flavor 

contains almonds

How does winter taste? Of course, of roasted 
almonds, cinnamon and coconut. A lovely 
winter tea blend for adults.

92682-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Roasted�Chestnut�natural
Black Tea with fruit bits and spices, flavored
with the taste of roasted chestnuts

Ingredients: black tea, apple pieces (apple, acidifier: 
citric acid), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, 
sugar), brittle pieces (sugar, hazelnuts), rock sugar, 
natural flavor, roasted chicory root, honeybush, 
marigold petals, rose buds, chestnut pieces(1%), 
stevia extract

Contains hazelnut and chestnut

A Christmas market without roasted chest-
nuts, without the wonderful fragrance and the 
sweet and tart taste of the popular nuts is not 
a real Christmas market. That is why we have 
created a tea in which nutty chestnuts meet 
subtle roasting aromas and blend into the 
sweet, slightly caramel flavours of the honey-
bush. Incorporated into a black tea base, the 
result is a taste that will be an integral part of 
the season from now on.

83460-70

US $ 28.40/kg
US $ 12.88/lb

Rose�Marzipan
Black Tea with spices and petals, flavored
with rose marzipan taste

Ingredients: black tea, flavor, caramelized almonds 
(almonds, sugar), rose petals(4%), cardamom, rose 
buds(2%), vanilla pieces 

Contains almonds

This fine black tea spoils its connoisseur not 
only with its delicious marzipan taste, but also 
with its delicate, refreshing scent of roses. A 
tea for all senses.

93612-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

Sicilian�Blood�Orange�Sanguinello�
natural
Black Tea Blend with herbs and fruit bits, flavored
with blood orange taste

Ingredients: black tea Ceylon, -South India, -China, 
blood orange peels(15%), beetroot pieces, natural 
flavor

The blood orange variety Sanguinello original-
ly comes from Spain and stands out from its 
sisters as a sweet-sour and delicate fruit. In 
combination with the spicy and strong taste 
of the black tea, a particularly noble taste is 
created.

91963-70

US $ 26.90/kg
US $ 12.20/lb



BLACK TEA

44* certified organic

Teabreak�Tropical�Fruits®
Black Tea with petals and fruit pieces, flavored
with tropical fruits taste

Ingredients: black tea, candied papaya pieces 
(papaya, sugar), candied mango pieces (mango, 
sugar), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), 
flavor, persimmon pieces, strawberry pieces, peach 
pieces, red currants, kiwi pieces, marigold petals

It is full of life. What colors and smells! Let 
yourself relax and be carried along, and enjoy 
our African bazaar with all your senses. 
This teas tropical fruity flavor will revive you 
and fill you with positive energy.

82650-70

US $ 25.50/kg
US $ 11.57/lb

Vanilla�Cream
Black Tea Blend with vanilla pieces, flavored
with vanilla cream taste

Ingredients: black tea Assam, -China, flavor, vanilla 
pieces(3%)

The fine combination of sweet vanilla and 
smooth cream make this black tea a particu-
larly creamy treat for the palate. 

90360-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

3 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs



GREEN TEA
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GREEN TEA



GREEN TEA

The perfect infusion temperature varies  
according to the variety with a brewing  
time of approx. 2-3 minutes.

Green tea, like black tea, is 
obtained from the Camellia 
Sinensis tea plant. Green  
tea is roasted or steamed  
and thus retains its green  
leaf color.

92637-70   
Apricot Jasmine

Whether from China  
or Japan, green tea  
convinces with its pale 
green cup color, its 
 grassy green leaf colors 
and its unique, gentle 
and fresh taste.

Green tea has been an integral part of everyday life in China for thousands of years. 
That is why the country is also called “The cradle of tea culture”. From there, the en-
joyment of green teas spread to Japan, where the traditional Japanese tea ceremony 
is still practiced today. In the 17th century green tea came to Europe thanks to trade 
relations and enjoyed ever greater popularity and is today regarded as a superfood 
par excellence.



GREEN TEA

47* certified organic

Region of Origin Japan

Japan Bancha
Green Tea

Ingredients: green tea

To produce Bancha tea, the leaf of the tea bus-
hes is harvested in late summer. The green, 
open leaf structure is typical for
this variety. The taste of the tea is very mild, 
slightly grassy, and pleasantly aromatic. Ban-
cha is preferably drunk in Japan in the late af-
ternoon, as it is very digestible.

90550-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.92/lb

Organic Japan Gyokuro
Organic Green Tea

Ingredients: green tea*

Gyokuro is one of the top teas in Japan. In a 
special production, the tea bushes are shaded 
with special nets for up to 20 days at the be-
ginning of May. Due to the limited exposure 
to light, the leaves generate more chlorophyll 
thus contain less tannin. The tea then deve-
lops a sweeter and a more mellow taste. Gyo-
kuro is only harvested once a year, because 
the shading weakens the plants and need time 
to recuperate å the first harvest. The finished 
tea has flat dark green needles and a subtle 
sweet „umami“ taste.

80295-70

US $ 84.90/500gr
US $ 77.02/lb

Organic Japan Sencha
Organic Green Tea

Ingredients: green tea*

Sencha is the most popular tea in Japan, as 
it is drunk throughout the day. The yellow-
greenish cup captivates with an intense, fresh 
fragrance. Sencha is a steamed green tea 
and therefore has a refreshing, vegetal, green, 
grassy flavor.

85239-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

Region of Origin China

Organic China Fog Tea
Organic Green Tea

Ingredients: green tea*

Grown in the mist and fog of the southeastern 
mountains of China, this organic tea is won-
derful tea for those who would like to delve 
into green tea for the first time. The fog pro-
tects the plants from too much sunlight so 
they can produce more chlorophyll, adding 
richer notes to this unique green tea. The but-
tery mellowness and fresh green flavor of it is 
simply amazing.

91501-70

US $ 29.9/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

Organic China Sencha Decaf
Organic Green Tea decaffeinated

Ingredients: green tea* decaffeinated

Decaffeinated by using the CO2-method.

A steamed green tea that has been decaf-
feinated using the CO2 method. The caffei-
ne is removed from the product under high 
pressure retaining the pure, clean and classic 
Sencha flavor. Slightly grassy, sweet and aro-
matic.

91421-70

US $ 46.50/kg
US $ 21.10/lb

China Yin Xiang
Green Tea

Ingredients: green Tea

Yin Xiang translates to „first good impression“ 
and once you have tasted it, will agreee that 
it lives up to its name. A wonderful pan fired 
green tea from the province Guangxi located 
in the south of China. Elegant, aromatic and 
mild with fresh fruity notes of apricot. 

80257-70

US $ 29.30/kg
US $ 13.29/lb

2 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F



GREEN TEA

48* certified organic

Gunpowder
Green Tea

Ingredients: green Tea

The leaves of this green tea are rolled into 
the shape of little pinhead pellets resembling 
gunpowder, hence its name. Gunpowder tea 
tastes bold and lightly smoky. It also has a 
higher caffeine content than most other green 
teas and is produced in the Chinese province 
of Hunan.

90389-70

US $ 19.90/kg
US $ 9.02/lb

Jasmine
Green Tea, flavored with jasmine petals

Ingredients: Green Tea China Jasmine

Jasmine tea is produced by scenting dry tea 
leaves with fresh jasmine blossoms so that 
they naturally absorb their rich and pleasant 
fragrance. Guangxi is an important Chinese 
province in producing jasmine tea as the cli-
mate is mild and rainfall abundant. The taste 
is extremely floral, highly aromatic and sweet.

90529-70

US $ 26.90/kg
US $ 12.21/lb

Sencha
Green Tea

Ingredients: green Tea

Sencha, a fully sun grown tea, is drunk on an 
everyday basis in China and is the most popu-
lar tea. It is steamed and undergoes several 
rolling processes before being dried. It has a 
pleasant brisk taste, balanced tannin structu-
re and sweet grassy aftertaste.

90774-70

US $ 21.90/kg
US $ 9.94/lb

Region of Origin South Korea

Organic Joongjak
Organic Green Tea

Ingredients: green tea*

We are pleased to offer you a special green 
tea from South Korea. The tea plantation 
Seogwang is on the island Jeju and benefits 
from the very fertile volcanic soil, the clear 
and clean water and the good climate conditi-
ons. The tiny, sophisticatedly processed olive 
green leaves are a typical feature. They are 
steamed and roasted in line with traditional 
Korean tea production processes. A pleasant-
ly mild green tea with a flowery and fresh taste 
and a lemon yellow liqueur. Purely organic.

95557-70

 

US $ 41.60/kg
US $ 18.87/lb

White Tea Region of Origin China

China Silver Pearls
White Tea

Ingredients: white tea

An outstanding that is rolled into little pellets 
and contains many silver tips.

92510-70

US $ 28.90/kg
US $ 12.48/lb

Organic China Pai Mu Tan
Organic White Tea

Ingredients: white tea*

Pai Mu Tan, known as „white peony“, is the 
best known tea in this category. Two leaves 
and a bud are plucked carefully by hand and 
dried without any further processing steps 
being involved. The leaves show many diffe-
rent colors of green and brown and contain 
silvery-silky leaf buds. The cup color is light 
with a nice amber tone. The taste is absolute-
ly mellow, elegant and reminds of sugar snap 
peas.

93237-70

 

US $ 59.50/kg
US $ 26.99/lb

2 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F



GREEN TEA

49* certified organic

White Tea flavored

Apricot natural
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored 
with apricot taste

Ingredients: white tea, licorice root, green tea, natural 
flavor, lemongrass, sugar sprinkle hearts (sugar, rice 
flour, cocoa butter, potato starch, coloring food (be-
etroot juice concentrate)), fig slices, rosemary leaves, 
rose petals, apricot pieces 

Hint: „Contains licorice – people suffering from 
hypertension should avoid excessive consumption“

The delicate, sweet and fruity apricot melds 
beautifully with the suitle flavor of white tea 
for this delicious blend.

82652-70

US $ 27.50/kg
US $ 12.48/lb

Apricot Jasmine
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored 
with apricot jasmine taste

Ingredients: white tea China Pai Mu Tan, green 
tea China Fog Tea, -Lung Ching, -Jasmine Jade 
Pearls(1%), flavor, rose petals, apricot pieces  
(apricot, rice flour)(2%), sour cherry pieces,  
orange petals, sunflower petals

An unresistable blend of refined Jasmine  
and sweet apricot.

92637-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

Divine Temple® natural
Tea Blend with fruit pieces, flavored
with lychee peach taste

Ingredients: white tea China Pai Mu Tan, green tea 
Darjeeling, green tea China -Fog Tea, -Lung Ching, 
-Jasmine Jade Pearls, candied pineapple pieces 
(pineapple, sugar), candied mango pieces (mango, 
sugar), natural flavor, orange peels, candied papaya 
pieces (papaya, sugar), strawberry pieces, red cur-
rants, peach pieces, lychee pieces, sour cherry pieces

This precious blend enchants not only with 
fine white tea but exquisite green tea. The 
highlight is the fantastic fruit arrangement, 
with lychee and peach for a divine pleasure.

92834-70

US $ 36.20/kg
US $ 16.42/lb

Himalaya
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored 
with pineapple curry taste

Ingredients: white tea China Pai Mu Tan, green tea 
Darjeeling, green tea China Fog Tea, -Lung Ching, 
-Jasmine Jade Pearls, candied pineapple pieces (pi-
neapple, sugar)(20%), flavor, corn, curry leaves(1,5%)

Just like the breathtaking mountain range, 
this tasty and bold blend connects four count-
ries. And it does so through its fine green teas 
and the Far Eastern, spicy-sweet taste combi-
nation of pineapple-curry. A taste journey for 
adventurers!

92642-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

Raspberry Ginger
Tea Blend with spices and fruit pieces, flavored 
with raspberry ginger taste

Ingredients: white tea, green tea, ginger pieces, star 
anise, flavor, raspberries, cardamom, cloves, black 
pepper

The fruity raspberry flavor combined with tan-
gy ginger and spices gives this tea its special 
taste. The green tea base provides a rounded 
finish.

92643-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

White Cherry
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored 
with sour cherry taste

Ingredients: white tea China Pai Mu Tan, green tea 
Darjeeling, green tea China Fog Tea, -Lung Ching, 
-Jasmine Jade Pearls, cherries(15%), coconut chips 
(coconut, sugar), flavor, rose buds 

Contains coconut

The fine flavors and mild taste of the white tea 
and exquisite, diverse green teas make this 
blend a real highlight. The fruity cherry flavor 
balances with the tea extraordinarily. Some-
how magical!

93440-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

3 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F



GREEN TEA

50* certified organic

Green Tea flavored

Almond Coconut
Green Tea with coconut rasps and almond pieces, 
flavored 
with almond coconut taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, coconut 
rasps(25%), flavor, almond flakes(2%) Contains 
almonds and coconut

The fall and winter holidays are almost unima-
ginable without the mixture of almonds and 
coconut. Let this delicate green tea blend re-
mind your senses of those wonderful holiday 
cookies and cakes. 

91214-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

2 min

Blood Orange Mango
Green Tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with blood orange mango taste

Ingredients: green tea, candied pineapple pieces 
(pineapple, sugar), orange pieces, candied mango 
pieces (mango, sugar), natural flavor, moringa leaves

If you love green tea but are also a real fruit 
lover, you will be delighted with this harmoni-
ous blend!

82813-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

2-3 min

Galia Melon
Green Tea with fruit pieces, flavored
with melon strawberry taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, galia melon 
pieces(10%), candied mango pieces (mango, sugar), 
apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric acid), flavor, straw-
berry pieces(2%)

The sweet taste of galia melon combined with 
the fruity sweetness of strawberry creates a 
special taste experience. By the way, the ga-
lia melon belongs to the group of net melons, 
which can be derived from its outer skin. In 
the kitchen and also in tea, it plays skilfully 
with other ingredients, whether tart or sweet. 

81170-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

2 min

Japan ś Green Treasures
Green Tea Blend with fruit pieces, flavored
with strawberry currant taste

Ingredients: green tea Japan Sencha, -Bancha, 
-Genmaicha (tea, rice), -Kukicha, flavor, strawberry 
pieces(1%), red currants(1%)

Finest green delights from Japan, refined with 
the fruity, but by no means obtrusive taste of 
strawberries and currants. A real everyday 
treat.

91185-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

1-2 tsp.

2 min

Mango Kiss®

Green Tea with petals and fruit pieces, flavored
with mango apricot taste

Ingredients: green tea, flavor, sunflower petals, 
apricot pieces, mango pieces, rose petals, cornflower 
petals

The combination of mango and apricots, re-
fined with delicious flowers, make this tea a 
summer must-have. From the very first sip, 
you will feel relieved from stress when lying on 
a colourful flower meadow, leaning against a 
fruit tree. You too can enjoy this fine summery 
taste composition.

82801-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

2-3 min

Mango Rose
Green Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, 
flavored
with mango rose taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, -Gunpowder, 
-Fog Tea, -Jasmine, flavor, white tea China Pai Mu 
Tan, candied mango pieces (mango, sugar)(2%),  
rose buds(1.5%), marigold petals, cornflower petals

This enchanting green tea simply casts its 
spell over everyone. The taste of mango and 
rose, both indulgent yet delicate, will surely 
enchant your taste buds too.

91766-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43

3 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F



GREEN TEA

51* certified organic

Marrakech Mint
Green Tea with peppermint, flavored
with peppermint taste

Ingredients: green tea China Gunpowder, peppermint 
leaves(4%), flavor

The strong, slightly smoky flavor of this green 
tea has been complemented by refreshing 
peppermint leaves with great delicacy. The re-
sult is a wonderfully tangy and spicy taste that 
reminds you of the colorful  Moroccan city.

90465-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Peach natural
Green Tea with petals and fruit pieces, flavored
with peach taste

Ingredients: green tea, natural flavor, white hibiscus 
petals, rose petals, marigold petals, peach pieces(1%)

A tea that not only smells like spring, but also 
tastes like it. Fresh, pleasantly green tea re-
fined with the sweet taste of peach and its 
white hibiscus petals provide spring fever, no 
matter what time of year it is.

81445-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

Organic Raspberry Jasmine
Organic Green Tea Blend with herbs and fruit bits, 
flavored 
with raspberry jasmine taste

Ingredients: green tee China Sencha*, -Ming Mee*, 
-Wu Lu*, -Jasmine*(5%), natural fruit flavor, sunflower 
petals*, elderflowers*, raspberries*(1%)

This tea has been inspired by the Chinese 
dragon. It symbolises happiness and peace. 
It protects treasures and represents power. 
Drink it for your own benefit, or give someone 
else a cup of the exhilaration contained in this 
green tea.

82369-70

US $ 34.30/kg
US $ 15.56/lb

Roasted Apple
Green Tea with apple pieces, flavored
with roasted apple taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, apple pie-
ces(10%), flavor

White frost surrounds the trees, the sun ti-
ckles, the air is icy. After a leisurely walk along 
the forest, this tea lets the beauty of winter 
linger for a while, provides indescribable plea-
sure and gives new energy.

91083-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Teabreak Eternal Life®

Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with apricot jasmine taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, -Ming Mee, whi-
te tea China Pai Mu Tan, green tea China Gunpowder, 
green tea China Wu Lu, flavor, red and black currants, 
ginseng root, cornflower petals, apricot pieces (apri-
cot, rice flour)(1%)

Take a moment to relax and enjoy this inter-
section of carefully selected green teas and 
delicious fruits. Eternally deliscious.

93278-70

US $ 28.80/kg
US $ 13.07/lb

The Eight Treasures of the Shaolin®

Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with strawberry pineapple taste

Ingredients: green tea China -Sencha, -Gunpowder, 
-Mini Tuo Tea, -Chun Mee, white tea, green tea Lung 
Ching, -Snow Bud, -Pi Lo Chun, candied pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar)(6%), flavor, strawberry 
pieces(2%), sunflower petals

The secret of the Shaolin monks lies not just 
in their physical strength, but even more in 
their mental abilities. They concentrate purely 
on the essential and live serenely, without fear 
and exploit their energy to the full. Take a mo-
ment to enjoy the beneficial ingredients of this 
tea, and just let the energy flow.

91281-70

US $ 26.90/kg
US $ 12.21/lb

2 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F



GREEN TEA

52* certified organic

Strawberry Rhubarb
Green Tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with strawberry rhubarb taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, flavor, 
sunflower petals, strawberry slices(1%), rhubarb 
pieces(0.5%)

For those who are not yet quite so confident 
in green tea and want to try it slowly, our 
Strawberry Rhubarb is the ideal introduction. 
Because the sweet and mild Sencha combi-
ned with large strawberry slices and tangy 
rhubarb ensures a fruity and mild green tea 
pleasure.

90786-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Walnut
Green Tea with fruit pieces and nuts, flavored
with walnut taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, brittle pieces 
(sugar, hazelnuts), candied pineapple pieces (pineap-
ple, sugar), coconut rasps, walnut pieces(6%), flavor, 
almond flakes contains hazelnuts, coconut, walnuts, 
almonds

We‘re sure you‘d like to snack on this delicious 
green tea, but take our word for it, it‘s better 
steeped. Enjoy this balanced and rich green 
tea with a rich, full bodied and smooth wal-
nutty flavor.

83049-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

2 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F



GREEN TEA

53* certified organic

Green- and Black Tea Mixtures, flavored

Passion Fruit
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with mango passion fruit taste

Ingredients: black tea, green tea, candied pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar), flavor, candied papaya 
pieces (papaya, sugar), marigold petals, kiwi pieces, 
cornflower petals

A wonderful straightforward clack and green 
tea blend with just enough of that wonderful 
tropical passion fruit taste.

82808-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

3-5 min

Pear Peach
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with pear peach taste

Ingredients: black tea, green tea, flavor, mate green, 
nettle leaves, manna pieces, pear pieces (2%), peach 
pieces (peach, rice flour)(2%), sunflower petals, 
red currants, vitamin C, guarana seeds, blackthorn 
petals

A refreshing and fruity duo perfect to quench 
your thirst, hot or cold.

90619-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

3 min

Strawberry Mango
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with strawberry mango taste

Ingredients: black tea, green tea, candied pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar), candied mango pieces 
(mango, sugar)(4%), flavor, sunflower petals, straw-
berry pieces(1%)

A perfect accompaniment to those long 
summer evenings hanging out with friends. 
Indulge in this tea to create an unforgetable 
evening.

91293-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Oolong Tea

Formosa Fine Oolong
Oolong Tea

Ingredients: oolong tea

A half fermented tea with nice roasted notes 
and a very mild taste.

90375-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

3 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F



GREEN TEA

54* certified organic

Oolong Tea flavored

Milky Oolong
Oolong Tea, flavored
with milk taste

Ingredients: oolong tea Milky Oolong, natural flavor 

Contains milk

This marvellous Oolong has its origin in the 
province Fujian in China. A half-fermented tea 
with tightly rolled leaves infused in milky es-
sences before being dried results in an unic-
que flavour. Extraordinarily mild with a sweet 
and flowery taste and subtle milky notes as 
well as a hint of caramel.

98111-70

US $ 50.50/kg
US $ 22.91/lb

Oolong Cream Caramel
Oolong Tea wit caramel pieces and petals, 
flavored
with cream caramel taste

Ingredients: oolong tea, caramel pieces (sugar, cocoa 
butter, caramel powder (whole milk powder, whey 
powder, sugar, butter, natural flavor), whole milk 
powder, emulsifier: lecithin, paprika extract), flavor, 
marigold petals 

Contains milk

This tea is the perfect afternoon companion. 
It tastes creamy-sweet, it caresses the soul 
and gives you new energy.

81734-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

Oolong Goji Berry Peach
Oolong tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with goji peach taste

Ingredients: oolong tea, candied papaya pieces 
(papaya, sugar), goji berries(7%), flavor, peach pieces 
(peach, rice flour), marigold petals, cornflower petals

This green tea is definitely going to delight 
you. It has a delicious fruit taste and is a real 
pick-me-up. Because it not only invigorates 
the mind, it also contains many valuable in-
gredients that can stimulate the well-being in 
many ways.

95992-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

Oolong Lemon Ginger natural
Oolong tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with lemon ginger taste

Ingredients: oolong tea, ginger pieces(5%), lemon 
peels(4%), natural flavor, lemongrass(3%)

A beneficial delight! The fruity hint of lemon is 
skilfully combined with the fresh sharpness of 
ginger in this tea. The wonderful ginger root 
warms your whole body and, in combination 
with Oolong, invigorates your spirits.

92723-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

Oolong Peach
Tea Blend with petals, flavored
with peach taste

Ingredients: oolong tea, green tea, flavor, rose petals

This blend already fascinates with its incre-
dibly good scent. At the same time, a lovely 
peach flavour harmonises perfectly with the 
unique flavours of Oolong. A tea for connois-
seurs and epicures.

90365-70

US $ 27.90/kg
US $ 12.66/lb

Roasted Sesame
Oolong Tea with fruit bits and sesame, flavored
with roasted sesame taste

Ingredients: oolong tea, brittle bits (sugar, hazel-
nuts), flavor, coconut chips (coconut, sugar), coco-
nut rasps, roasted rice, sesame(3%), marigold petals

Contains hazelnut, coconut and sesame

The already slightly nutty taste of Oolong in 
combination with roasted sesame seeds 
creates a treat that you will never forget. A tea 
that not only pampers classic tea drinkers, but 
also captivates almost everyone.

83287-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

3 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F
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FALL & WINTER

TEA
Discover our exquisite  
selection of autumn  
and winter teas for a  
high turnover season.

Winter time is tea time! 
That is why we at FLORAPHARM have developed  
special tea creations for autumn and winter. With  
tasty ingredients such as cinnamon, apple, vanilla  
and almonds, these teas will sweeten your cold season.

91769-70   
Apple Almond



FALL & WINTER TEA

57

Fruit Blend

Apple Pie mild
Fruit Blend, flavored
with apple pie taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric acid)
(56%), apple slices(15%), raisins, flavor, roasted chi-
cory root, cinnamon, almond flakes, vanilla pieces 

Contains almonds

The aromatic flavor of fresh apples, baked 
pastry, crunchy nuts and winter spices remind 
us of homemade apple strudel. A true delight 
for all apple-lovers!

94802-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Fruit Vanilla
Fruit Blend, flavored
with vanilla berry taste

Ingredients: hibiscus petals, elderberries, raisins, 
flavor, black currants

Berries are a true treasure of nature. They are 
versatile, colourful and simply vibrant in taste. 
Unbeatable in combination with vanilla in this 
delicious tea!

92272-70

 

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Gingerbread House® mild
Fruit Blend, flavored
with the taste of roasted almonds

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), 
candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), beetroot 
pieces, cinnamon sticks, flavor, raisins, coconut 
chips (coconut, sugar), roasted almonds (almonds, 
caramelised sugar)(2%), popcorn 

Contains almonds and coconut

Blended to transport you into a winter fairytale 
wonderland! Let your senses take a fantasical 
stroll with our gingerbread house. Perfect for 
the fall and winter holiday season!

92285-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Pumpkin Spice mild
Fruit Blend, flavored
with pumpkin taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), raisins, candied papaya pieces (papaya, su-
gar), carrot pieces, beetroot pieces, flavor, pumpkin 
pieces(3%), cardamom, cinnamon, cloves, rose 
petals

The pumpkin is an essential element of 
the colder part of the year. This is no sur-
prise, as its delicately nutty yet fruity flavor 
is a particular highlight at this time of year.  
Especially when it harmonises with fine spi-
ces as wonderfully as it does here. It is these 
spices that make the tea perfect for Thanks-
giving and Halloween.

93008-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Spicy Pear mild
Fruit Blend, flavored
with pear taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), pear pieces(31,5%), flavor, cinnamon sticks, 
sunflower petals, vanilla pieces

This wonderful fruit tea combines juicy-sweet 
pear with a hint of sweet-spicy cinnamon. A 
comprehensive tea experience!

93616-70

 

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

8-10 min212 °F 1-2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs



FALL & WINTER TEA

58

Rooibos/Honeybush

Chocolate Mint
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with chocolate mint taste

Ingredients: rooibos, brittle pieces (sugar, hazel-
nuts), chocolate pieces (sugar, cocoa mass, low fat 
cocoa powder, cocoa butter, dextrose, emulsifier: 
lecithin)(7%), flavor, peppermint leaves(3%) 

Contains hazelnut

This aromatic rooibos is reminiscent of de-
licious chocolate mint chocolates. A sweet 
temptation that is not a sin. An ideal compa-
nion on a cloudy afternoon.

91273-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Coconut Almond
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with coconut almond taste

Ingredients: rooibos, coconut rasps(25%),  
flavor, almond flakes(2%), rose petals 

Contains coconut and almonds

Almonds and coconut flakes make us dream 
of the next Caribbean holiday.

91756-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

1 -2 tsp.

Fig Honey natural
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with fig honey taste

Ingredients: honeybush, apple pieces, candied 
pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), candied papaya 
pieces (papaya, sugar), natural flavor, cinnamon 
sticks, cinnamon, fig slices(2%), lychee pieces, 
cactus blossoms, dwarf everlast blossoms

Smooth and elegant, like the flowing gold, this 
tea melts on the tongue. The combination of 
honey and fig give it a truly lovely character. 
So magical, who can resist?

81685-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

Ginger Coconut
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with ginger coconut taste

Ingredients: rooibos, ginger pieces(18%),  
coconut chips (coconut, sugar)(15%),  
cinnamon, apple pieces, flavor, cardamom,  
black pepper, almond flakes 

Contains almonds and coconut

Are you planning a cosy winter evening with 
friends at a snow bar or relaxing in front of the 
fireplace? Then our winter punch is definitely 
the right thing for you. The ginger refreshes 
and warms with its light citrus note and mild 
pungency. Combined with the sweet coconut 
it creates a magical moment of a perfect eve-
ning.

91219-70

US $ 25.30/kg
US $ 11.48/lb

Ginger Nut
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with ginger nut taste

Ingredients: rooibos, candied pineapple pieces 
(pineapple, sugar), candied mango pieces (mango, 
sugar), candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
roasted almonds (almonds, caramelised sugar)(5%), 
coconut chips (coconut, sugar), walnut pieces(5%), 
flavor, hazelnut pieces(3%) 

Contains almond, coconut, walnut and hazelnut

A special fruit melange with roasted  
almonds, candied pineapple and papaya 
pieces and coconut chips. A great tea for  
the Holiday season.

92550-70

US $ 30.30/kg
US $ 13.75/lb

5 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Apple Cinnamon 
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with apple cinnamon taste

Ingredients: rooibos, candied pineapple bits (pine-
apple, sugar), candied papaya bits (papaya, sugar), 
apple bits(5%), orange peels, flavouring, cinna-
mon(3%), rose blossom leaves, rose buds

With its delicious apple-cinnamon taste this 
Rooibos gets you in the mood for the cold 
holidays. Do not miss this warming sensory 
friend.

92025-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.97/lb

Star of Africa®

Herbal Infusion, flavored
with cinnamon orange taste

Ingredients: rooibos, raisins, apple pieces, flavor, 
orange peels(4%), cinnamon(2%), almond flakes 

Contains almond

What is sparkling over there? A star? No, it 
seems like someones eyes! Sparkling eyes 
are a common side-effect of this irresistible 
rooibos-herbal tea tasting of cinnamon and 
orange.

90855-70

US $ 25.90/kg
US $ 11.75/lb

Vienna´s Apple Pie
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with apple pie taste

Ingredients: green honeybush, green rooibos,  
rooibos, apple pieces(15%), raisins, flavor,  
hazelnut pieces 

Contains hazelnuts

Who doesn‘t love the fruity-sweet taste of a 
Viennese Apple Pie? Austria‘s capital special-
ty! Fresh warm apple pie in a cup, guaranteed 
not to disappoint you

83048-70

 

US $ 28.50/kg
US $ 12.93/lb

Winter Chocolate
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with spicy chocolate taste

Ingredients: cocoa pieces(25%), rooibos, ginger 
pieces, roasted chicory root, barley malt, cinnamon, 
cinnamon sticks, flavor, cardamom, black pepper 

Contains gluten

We just can‘t keep our hands off this tea. No 
wonder, sweet and yet spicy, it enchanted us 
in no time at all. Together with ginger and cin-
namon, this winter chocolate is a must-have 
of the season.

92032-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

5 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Herbal Infusion

Cinnamon Apple with Chamomile
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with cinnamon apple taste

Ingredients:apple pieces (apple, acidifier:  
citric acid)(53%), camomile blossoms(35%),  
cinnamon(6%), flavor

What an extraordinary taste experience! 
Sweet apple meets cinnamon and camomile. 
The fruity taste of apple melts with cinnamon 
and plays with camomile in an incredibly se-
ductive way. A fruity herbal tea for the whole 
family.

91054-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Cold Chaser®

Herbal Infusion

Ingredients: elderflowers, lime tree blossoms, 
thyme, rose hip peels, blackberry leaves, wild 
thyme, aniseed, fennel, licorice root, marigold petals 
elderflowers, lime tree blossoms, thyme, rose hip 
peels, blackberry leaves, wild thyme, aniseed, fennel, 
licorice root, marigold petals

The mix of these tasty traditional herbs is not 
just for bad weather and the cold season but 
always enjoyable

90493-70

US $ 26.90/kg
US $ 12.21/lb

Ginger Ginseng
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with ginger ginseng taste

Ingredients: apple pieces, rooibos, ginger pieces, 
bean peels, cinnamon, lemongrass, St. John‘s wort, 
flavor, black pepper, cloves, cardamom, ginseng 
root, lemon peels

This Ayurvedic recipe is said to reinstate ba-
lance, particularly in men. Ginger, ginseng and 
other beneficial herbs, mix to brew this potent 
and deliscious concoction

95986-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

1 tsp.

Herbal Lemon
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with lemon taste

Ingredients: mistletoe, bean peels, birch leaves, 
lemongrass(10%), nettle leaves, St. John‘s wort, 
ginkgo leaves, flavor

Your project has to be finished tomorrow; 
nothing is ready for the birthday and the dog 
needs to go out. Treat yourself! Simply make 
yourself our tea and enjoy a brief break. It will 
work wonders for you!

90624-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

5 min212 °FMOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs 1-2 tsp.
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3 min 1 tsp.

Black Tea

Almond Coconut
Black Tea Blend with coconut rasps and almond 
flakes, flavored
with almond coconut taste

Ingredients: black tea Ceylon, -South India, -China, 
coconut rasps(25%), flavor, almond flakes(2%) 

Contains almonds and coconut

What could be better than making yourself 
comfortable in front of the window with a hot 
cup of tea in your hands during a snow storm. 
When it tastes of almond and coconut, not-
hing stands in the way of your well-being.

90480-70

US $ 24.70/kg
US $ 11.21/lb

Apple Almond
Black Tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with apple almond taste

Ingredients: black tea Assam, apple pieces(13%), 
raisins, flavor, almond flakes(2,5%) 

Contains almond

Just like Grandmas! The simple absolute de-
lish apple pie taste that gets you that warm 
and cozy feeling, inside a cup

91769-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Chai Americaine
Black Tea with fruit pieces and spices, flavored
with cinnamon orange taste

Ingredients: black tea, cloves, orange peels(6%), 
flavor, cinnamon(2%)

The subtly sweet, pleasantly spicy taste of 
cinnamon and orange simply seduces every 
chai lover.

92257-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Chai Indienne
Black Tea with spices, flavored
with cinnamon ginger taste

Ingredients: black tea, cinnamon, ginger pieces, 
cardamom, flavor

This spicy black tea is great for all those who 
like it pleasantly tart and sparkling.  A shot of 
fresh milk and the drinking experience beco-
mes a creamy delight.

92331-70

US $ 27.90/kg
US $ 12.66/lb

Coffee
Black Tea Blend with cocoa pieces and coffee 
beans, flavored
with coffee taste

Ingredients: black tea, Puh Erh tea, cocoa pie-
ces(14%), coffee beans(7.5%), flavor

I don‘t drink coffee, I take tea my dear! Okay, I‘ll 
take a coffee now and then. But why decide? 
With this black tea you get both at once. Sim-
ply ingenious.

80998-70

US $ 28.90/kg
US $ 13.11/lb

MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs 212 °F
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English Caramel
Black Tea with caramel pieces, flavored
with caramel taste

Ingredients: black tea, caramel pieces (sugar, cocoa 
butter, caramel powder (whole milk powder, whey 
powder, sugar, butter, natural flavor), whole milk 
powder, emulsifier: lecithin, paprika extract), flavor 

Contains milk

Creamy and delicate pleasure for the „sweet“ 
black tea connoisseur. Delicious with milk - 
the way the British love it!

81733-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Roasted Almonds
Black Tea with roasted almonds, flavored
with taste of roasted almonds

Ingredients: black tea, roasted almonds (almonds, 
caramelized sugar), flavor 

contains almonds

How does winter taste? Of course, of roasted 
almonds, cinnamon and coconut. A lovely 
winter tea blend for adults.

92682-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Roasted Chestnut natural
Black Tea with fruit bits and spices, flavored
with the taste of roasted chestnuts

Ingredients: black tea, apple pieces (apple, acidifier: 
citric acid), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, 
sugar), brittle pieces (sugar, hazelnuts), rock sugar, 
natural flavor, roasted chicory root, honeybush, 
marigold petals, rose buds, chestnut pieces(1%), 
stevia extract

Contains hazelnut and chestnut

A Christmas market without roasted chest-
nuts, without the wonderful fragrance and the 
sweet and tart taste of the popular nuts is not 
a real Christmas market. That is why we have 
created a tea in which nutty chestnuts meet 
subtle roasting aromas and blend into the 
sweet, slightly caramel flavours of the honey-
bush. Incorporated into a black tea base, the 
result is a taste that will be an integral part of 
the season from now on.

83460-70

US $ 28.40/kg
US $ 12.88/lb

Rose Marzipan
Black Tea with spices and petals, flavored
with rose marzipan taste

Ingredients: black tea, flavor, caramelized almonds 
(almonds, sugar), rose petals(4%), cardamom, rose 
buds(2%), vanilla pieces 

Contains almonds

This fine black tea spoils its connoisseur not 
only with its delicious marzipan taste, but also 
with its delicate, refreshing scent of roses. A 
tea for all senses.

93612-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

2 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs 212 °F
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Green Tea

Almond Coconut
Green Tea with coconut rasps and almond pieces, 
flavored 
with almond coconut taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, coconut 
rasps(25%), flavor, almond flakes(2%) Contains 
almonds and coconut

The fall and winter holidays are almost unima-
ginable without the mixture of almonds and 
coconut. Let this delicate green tea blend re-
mind your senses of those wonderful holiday 
cookies and cakes. 

91214-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Roasted Apple
Green Tea with apple pieces, flavored
with roasted apple taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, apple pie-
ces(10%), flavor

White frost surrounds the trees, the sun ti-
ckles, the air is icy. After a leisurely walk along 
the forest, this tea lets the beauty of winter 
linger for a while, provides indescribable plea-
sure and gives new energy.

91083-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Walnut
Green Tea with fruit pieces and nuts, flavored
with walnut taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, brittle pieces 
(sugar, hazelnuts), candied pineapple pieces (pineap-
ple, sugar), coconut rasps, walnut pieces(6%), flavor, 
almond flakes contains hazelnuts, coconut, walnuts, 
almonds

We‘re sure you‘d like to snack on this delicious 
green tea, but take our word for it, it‘s better 
steeped. Enjoy this balanced and rich green 
tea with a rich, full bodied and smooth wal-
nutty flavor.

83049-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Oolong Cream Caramel
Oolong Tea wit caramel pieces and petals, 
flavored
with cream caramel taste

Ingredients: oolong tea, caramel pieces (sugar, cocoa 
butter, caramel powder (whole milk powder, whey 
powder, sugar, butter, natural flavor), whole milk 
powder, emulsifier: lecithin, paprika extract), flavor, 
marigold petals 

Contains milk

This tea is the perfect afternoon companion. 
It tastes creamy-sweet, it caresses the soul 
and gives you new energy.

81734-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

3 min

Oolong Lemon Ginger natural
Oolong tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with lemon ginger taste

Ingredients: oolong tea, ginger pieces(5%), lemon 
peels(4%), natural flavor, lemongrass(3%)

A beneficial delight! The fruity hint of lemon is 
skilfully combined with the fresh sharpness of 
ginger in this tea. The wonderful ginger root 
warms your whole body and, in combination 
with Oolong, invigorates your spirits.

92723-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

3 min

2 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F
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ICED TEA

Iced teas are the perfect refreshment on hot days and 
a good alternative to lemonades and juice spritzers, as 
they can be sweetened individually. The classic iced tea 
contains at least 30% green or black tea, but you can 
also enjoy our variety of aromatic fruit and herbal teas 
ice-cold!

  81179-70
Persimmon Peach 
mild

To make perfect iced tea: 
30g tea of your choice with  
0.5 L boiling water and swee-
ten individually. After brewing, 
chill the tea for 3-4 hours.  
Add ice cubes before serving.

Tip: Garnish with fresh  
fruits such as strawberries, 
peaches or oranges.
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Fruit Blend

Blood Orange mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with blood orange taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), 
raisins, carrot pieces, hibiscus petals, candied man-
go pieces (mango, sugar), orange pieces, natural 
flavor, beetroot pieces, strawberry slices, rhubarb 
pieces, raspberries, apricot pieces

Although this particular orange is native to the 
Mediterranean, it always reminds a bit of au-
tumn and winter. In any case, the intense color 
and fruity aroma bring some sunshine into life 
even on cold days.

82810-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Cherry
Fruit Blend with Tea Blend, flavored
with cherry taste

Ingredients: hibiscus petals, black tea, apple pieces 
(apple, acidifier: citric acid), orange peels, green tea, 
cherries, flavor

Cheeky, refreshing, but also utterly lovable – 
that’s how our cherry tea tastes.

82807-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

3-5 min

Mango mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with mango taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied mango pieces (mango, sugar)(15%), 
natural flavor, mango pieces(5%), turmeric, marigold 
petals

Indians often say that “mango quenches 
the thirst of the soul”. It is their queen of the 
fruits, a symbol of fertility and knowledge. It 
can be used to prepare countless dishes and, 
when chilled, it provides a sweet, irresistible 
refreshment on hot summer nights. Just like 
our Indian Mango, with huge strips of fruit, a 
luminous yellow colour in the cup and an aro-
ma that makes you feel as if you are holding a 
fresh mango in your hands.

83459-70

 

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Peach
Fruit Blend with Tea Blend, flavored
with peach taste

Ingredients: hibiscus petals, black tea, apple pieces 
(apple, acidifier: citric acid), orange peels, green tea, 
flavor, peach pieces (peach, rice flour), red currants

An unmistakable, highly aromatic fruit treat 
awaits you with this tea. Simply summery, 
warm, like the sun of Georgia, where the sweet 
peach grows.

82812-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

3-5 min

Persimmon Peach mild
Fruit Blend, flavored
with persimmon peach taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
orange peels, persimmon slices(10%), flavor, le-
mongrass, peach pieces (peach, rice flour)(4%), red 
currants, rose petals

These two fruits are like soul mates. Their 
sweet-fruity taste melts into a delight, while 
the character of each individual is not lost. 
Also recommended cold and on ice.

81179-70

 

US $ 29.60/kg
US $ 13.43/lb

Star Fruit Kiwi mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with star fruit kiwi taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), 
candied star fruit slices (star fruit, sugar, acidifier: 
citric acid)(10%), pear pieces, ginger pieces, lemong-
rass, orange peels, natural flavor, orange pieces, 
kiwi pieces(1%)

This tea unites the taste stars among the 
fruits. The mixture is reminiscent of a large, 
colorful fruit basket, which one likes to give 
away, but which one should also enjoy oneself 
more often.

80440-70

 

US $ 28.90/kg
US $ 13.11/lb

8-10 min212 °F 1-2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Strawberry Guava natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with strawberry guava taste

Ingredients: candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, 
sugar), candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), 
hibiscus blossoms, elderberries, beetroot pieces, 
natural flavor, strawberry pieces(2%), guava pie-
ces(2%), vanilla pieces

This tea combines exotic and garden idyll. 
And lo and behold - they harmonize perfectly. 
No, much more than that - they become an ir-
resistible unity in this fruit tea blend. Try them 
chilled, with fresh ice cubes!

83050-70

 

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

Strawberry Kiwi
Fruit Blend, flavored
with strawberry kiwi taste

Ingredients: apple pieces, hibiscus blossoms, 
rose hip peels, flavor, kiwi pieces(1%), strawberry 
pieces(1%)

Do you feel like a little sweet and sour? Fruity 
and wonderfully balanced. For fruit tea fans 
through and through!

90270-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43/lb

Strawberry Moringa mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with wild strawberry moringa taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), raisins, carrot pieces, moringa leaves(8%), 
beetroot pieces, hibiscus petals, natural flavor, 
strawberry pieces(3%)

The fruity notes of strawberry combined with 
the leaves of the Ayurvedic wonder tree are 
simply super delicious.

81448-70

US $ 26.90/kg
US $ 12.20/lb

Summer Passion Fruit mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with passion fruit taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), raisins, carrot pieces, beetroot pieces, candied 
pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), candied papaya 
pieces (papaya, sugar), natural flavor, lemon peels

The fact that this fruit tea is not only tasty and 
full of passion shows itself when you pour it 
on, at the latest, when you are enveloped in an 
exotic scent. At the first sip you will be ama-
zed and simply indulge in the delicious enjoy-
ment of the fruit.

95977-70

 

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Tropic Mango mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with tropic taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), carrot 
pieces, rose sugar sprinkles flamingos (sugar, rice 
flour, cocoa butter, thickener: tragacanth, coloring 
food (beetroot juice concentrate)), hibiscus petals, 
candied mango pieces (mango, sugar), natural fla-
vor, beetroot pieces, coconut chips (coconut, sugar), 
cornflower petals 

Contains coconut

A symbol of fertility and knowledge. It can 
be used to prepare countless dishes and, 
when chilled, it provides a sweet, irresistible 
refreshment on hot summer nights. Just like 
our Tropic Mango, with huge strips of fruit, a 
luminous yellow colour in the cup and an aro-
ma that makes you feel as if you are holding a 
fresh mango in your hands.

82814-70

 

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/kg

Tropical Sky® mild natural
Fruit Blend, flavored
with mango tangerine taste

Ingredients: candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, 
sugar), apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric acid), 
candied papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), candied 
mango pieces (mango, sugar), natural flavor, tange-
rine slices, physalis, rose petals, sunflower petals

Let your body and mind relax. Take a piece of 
summer home with you and let our tea conju-
re dreams of you on a paradisiacal beach un-
der a cloudless tropical sky. A perfect holiday.

82811-70

 

US $ 27.90/kg
US $ 12.66/lb

8-10 min212 °F 1-2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Rooibos

Teabreak Desert Blossom®

Herbal Infusion, flavored
with peach mango taste

Ingredients: green rooibos, flavor, cactus petals, 
peach pieces (peach, rice flour)(2%), candied mango 
pieces (mango, sugar)(2%), cornflower petals

This tea is a symbol of strength, when all 
seems lost; for hope, when everything tum-
bles into chaos; for joy on a dull day. The 
selected ingredients simply provide you with 
strength and fill you with new motivation.

91452-70

US $ 31.80/kg
US $ 14.43/lb

Icebush Yellow Plum
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with mirabelle taste

Ingredients: rooibos, flavor, apricot pieces  
(apricot, rice flour), red currants, sunflower petals

The exotic blend will surprise you with its 
beauty and its particularly delicate fruity notes 
as a rooibus tea. A tea that warms the heart 
and leaves a sense of connectedness behind.

92202-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Peach Apricot
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with peach apricot taste

Ingredients: green honeybush, candied pineapple 
pieces (pineapple, sugar), orange peels, candied 
papaya pieces (papaya, sugar), flavor, apricot  
pieces (apricot, rice flour), peach pieces (peach,  
rice flour), rose petals

This tropical mixture really makes the sun shi-
ne for you. The fruity-sweet taste of the rooi-
bos is combined with fresh ingredients which 
give you a feeling of summer all year round!

95979-70

US $ 28.50/kg
US $ 12.93/lb

Pearl of the River Nile
Herbal Infusion, flavored
with black currant raspberry taste

Ingredients: rooibos, candied pineapple pieces (pi-
neapple, sugar), flavor, candied papaya pieces (pa-
paya, sugar), candied mango pieces (mango, sugar), 
black currants(1.5%), sunflower petals, strawberry 
pieces, raspberries(1%)

The Nile is not just an exceptionally long river 
– it also conceals a huge number of treasures. 
Such as this tea. Try this unusual delicacy, tas-
ting of red currants and raspberries.

91508-70

US $ 30.30/kg
US $ 13.75/lb

Tropical Sunrise®

Herbal Infusion, flavored
with pineapple grapefruit taste

Ingredients: rooibos, ginger pieces, apple pieces, 
orange peels, lemongrass, cinnamon sticks, coco-
nut rasps, flavor, rose pepper, cardamom, candied 
pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), red currants, 
cornflower petals, grapefruit pieces 

Contains coconut

This tropical mixture really makes the sun shi-
ne for you. The fruity-sweet taste of the rooi-
bos is combined with spicy-fresh ingredients 
giving you a warm summer feeling inside all 
year round.

92267-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

5 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Herbal Infusion

Organic Dream Body®

Organic Herbal Infusion, flavored
with nana mint lemon taste

Ingredients: coriander*, nana mint*(15%), nettle 
leaves*, orange peels*, lemongrass*(7%), apple pie-
ces (apple*, acidifier: citric acid), cinnamon*, ginger 
pieces*, natural fruit flavor, cloves*, cardamom*, 
citrus oil*

These carefuly selected ingredients harmo-
nize magiclly together and inside your body. 
Providing you with moments of ease and well-
being. 

82400-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

Lemongrass Peppermint
Herbal Infusion

Ingredients: lemongrass, lime tree blossoms,  
peppermint leaves, marigold petals, cornflower 
petals

Relax with this pleasant, refreshing lemony 
herbal tea to find inner peace and take some 
time out.

82809-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

Raspberry Mint
Herbal and Fruit Blend, flavored
with raspberry mint taste

Ingredients: apple pieces (apple, acidifier: citric 
acid), hibiscus petals, blackberry leaves, peppermint 
leaves(8%), bean peels, camomile blossoms, rasp-
berry leaves, flavor, sunflower petals, blackberries, 
raspberries(0.5%)

The fruity raspberry taste combined with the 
freshness of mint gives this tea its special fla-
vor.

91292-70

US $ 26.40/kg
US $ 11.98/lb

5 min212 °F 1-2 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Black Tea

Black Currant
Black Tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with black currant taste

Ingredients: black tea Ceylon, -South India, -China, 
flavor, black currants(2%), black currant leaves(1%)

Let your senses be astounded and take a stroll 
through a wild black currant patch. Simply 
tasty. 

90425-70

US $ 24.10/kg
US $ 10.93/lb

Iced Tea Classic
Black Tea

Ingredients: black tea

The perfect blend for a classic iced tea. Add 
ice cubes and a few squeezes of lemon and 
feel refreshed all around.

82714-70

US $ 19.90/kg
US $ 9.03/lb

Mango Moringa natural
Black Tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with mango moringa taste

Ingredients: black tea, candied pineapple pieces 
(pineapple, sugar), moringa leaves, candied mango 
pieces (mango, sugar), natural flavor, orange pieces, 
strawberry pieces

Straight black tea with the amazing Moringa 
plant is already an ingenious combination. 
Add something exotic, like mango, and you 
get this fabulous taste that is hard to beat

82815-70

US $ 27.40/kg
US $ 12.43/lb

3-5 min

Raspberry
Black Tea with raspberries, flavored
with raspberry taste

Ingredients: black tea, flavor, raspberry pieces(1%), 
raspberries(1%)

A fruity and full-bodied black tea that not only 
tastes fantastic, but also pleases the eyes 
with the bright raspberries.

90429-70

US $ 24.10/kg
US $ 10.93/lb

Teabreak Tropical Fruits®
Black Tea with petals and fruit pieces, flavored
with tropical fruits taste

Ingredients: black tea, candied papaya pieces 
(papaya, sugar), candied mango pieces (mango, 
sugar), candied pineapple pieces (pineapple, sugar), 
flavor, persimmon pieces, strawberry pieces, peach 
pieces, red currants, kiwi pieces, marigold petals

It is full of life. What colors and smells! Let 
yourself relax and be carried along, and enjoy 
our African bazaar with all your senses. 
This teas tropical fruity flavor will revive you 
and fill you with positive energy.

82650-70

US $ 25.50/kg
US $ 11.57/lb

3 min212 °F 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2 lbs
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Green Tea

Blood Orange Mango
Green Tea with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored
with blood orange mango taste

Ingredients: green tea, candied pineapple pieces 
(pineapple, sugar), orange pieces, candied mango 
pieces (mango, sugar), natural flavor, moringa leaves

If you love green tea but are also a real fruit 
lover, you will be delighted with this harmoni-
ous blend!

82813-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

2-3 min

Mango Rose
Green Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, 
flavored
with mango rose taste

Ingredients: green tea China Sencha, -Gunpowder, 
-Fog Tea, -Jasmine, flavor, white tea China Pai Mu 
Tan, candied mango pieces (mango, sugar)(2%),  
rose buds(1.5%), marigold petals, cornflower petals

This enchanting green tea simply casts  
its spell over everyone. The taste of man-
go and rose, both indulgent yet delicate,  
will surely enchant your taste buds too.

91766-70

US $ 25.20/kg
US $ 11.43

Oolong Peach
Tea Blend with petals, flavored
with peach taste

Ingredients: oolong tea, green tea, flavor, rose petals

This blend already fascinates with its incre-
dibly good scent. At the same time, a lovely 
peach flavour harmonises perfectly with the 
unique flavours of Oolong. A tea for connois-
seurs and epicures.

90365-70

US $ 27.90/kg
US $ 12.66/lb

Peach natural
Green Tea with petals and fruit pieces, flavored
with peach taste

Ingredients: green tea, natural flavor, white hibiscus 
petals, rose petals, marigold petals, peach pieces(1%)

A tea that not only smells like spring, but also 
tastes like it. Fresh, pleasantly green tea re-
fined with the sweet taste of peach and its 
white hibiscus petals provide spring fever, no 
matter what time of year it is.

81445-70

US $ 29.90/kg
US $ 13.57/lb

White Cherry
Tea Blend with herbs and fruit pieces, flavored 
with sour cherry taste

Ingredients: white tea China Pai Mu Tan, green tea 
Darjeeling, green tea China Fog Tea, -Lung Ching, 
-Jasmine Jade Pearls, cherries(15%), coconut chips 
(coconut, sugar), flavor, rose buds 

Contains coconut

The fine flavors and mild taste of the white tea 
and exquisite, diverse green teas make this 
blend a real highlight. The fruity cherry flavor 
balances with the tea extraordinarily. Some-
how magical!

93440-70

US $ 32.90/kg
US $ 14.93/lb

2 min 1 tsp.MOQ = 1 unit = 1 kg = 2.2lbs 176 °F - 194 °F
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Packing Material

Tin ties, gold
5.5 in

91238-70

US $ 27.40/case

MOQ:
1 case = 1000 pieces

Square Bottom Bags - glossy

3-layered Square Bottom Bag with an OPP film, an aluminium-silver intermediate layer and soda kraft paper on the inside

color 50g 100g

red (glossy)

square bottom 
bag 2 oz, red

MOQ: 1 case = 
500 bags

90565-70

US $ 45.00 / case
US $ 0.09 / bag

square bottom 
bag 4 oz, red

MOQ: 1 case = 
500 bags

90472-70

US $ 50.00 / case
US $ 0.10 / bag

     

     

dark green (glossy)

square bottom 
bag 2 oz, dark 
green

MOQ: 1 case = 
500 bags

90567-70

US $ 45.00 / case
US $ 0.09 / bag

square bottom 
bag 4 oz, dark 
green

MOQ: 1 case = 
500 bags

90568-70

US $ 50.00 / case
US $ 0.10 / bag

blue (glossy)

square bottom 
bag 2 oz, blue

MOQ: 1 case = 
500 bags

90570-70

US $ 45.00 / case
US $ 0.09 / bag

square bottom 
bag 4 oz, blue

MOQ: 1 case = 
500 bags

90580-70

US $ 50.00 / case
US $ 0.10 / bag

black (glossy)

square bottom 
bag 2 oz, black

MOQ: 1 case = 
500 bags

93756-70

US $ 45.00 / case
US $ 0.09 / bag

square bottom 
bag 4 oz, black

MOQ: 1 case = 
500 bags

93757-70

US $ 50.00 / case
US $ 0.10 / bag

Chill Out Double Wall Tumbler 
finum®’s CHILL OUT™ enhances your beer, wine and spirits at any stylish outdoor event. This 
double-wall tumbler keeps your beverage tasty and at the right temperature. CHILL OUT™’s 
exceptional appeal is largely owed to its lid, which is shaped like a cup and includes a simple 
spout closure (Corkmec™). Similarly to a fine wine glass or a traditional tea cup, CHILL OUT™’s 
shape will assist your sense of taste. This is not only due to its unique cup shape but also be-
cause it´s made of Tritan™, a taste-free and BpA-free material, with high-impact resistance and 
clarity.Enhance the way you are drinking and just CHILL OUT™

Chill Out Double Wall Tumbler  
apple green 

1051-70  

US $ 112.50/unit
US $ 12.50/piece

MOQ:
1 unit = 9 pieces

Chill Out Double Wall Tumbler   
ruby red  

1052-70  

US $ 112.50/unit
US $ 12.50/piece

MOQ:
1 unit = 9 pieces

TEA ACCESSORIES
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Tea Filters/Permanent Filters

Finum®

Finum® permanent filters will fit most tea pots and mugs (different sizes available). They are 
made out of durable stainless steel mesh with a heat tolerant plastic frame (BPH free) without 
glue or any other type of bindinig agent guaranteeing true flavor filtering.  

no. 1001-70

Finum® best Large (L) 
permanent filter with cover, 
black  

1001-70

US $ 89.10/unit
US $ 4.95/piece

MOQ:
1 unit = 18 pieces

Finum® best Medium (M) 
permanent filter with cover, 
black 

1005-70

no. 1006-70

US $ 80.10/unit
US $ 4.45/piece

MOQ:
1 unit = 18 pieces

Finum® best Medium (M) 
permanent filter with cover, 
red 

1006-70

US $ 80.10/unit
US $ 4.45/piece

MOQ:
1 unit = 18 pieces

Finum® best Medium (M) 
permanent filter with cover, 
blue 

1008-70

US $ 80.10/unit
US $ 4.45/piece

MOQ:
1 unit = 18 pieces

Finum® best Medium (M) 
permanent filter with cover, 
blue 

1008-70

US $ 80.10/unit
US $ 4.45/piece

MOQ:
1 unit = 18 pieces

Chill Out Double Wall Tumbler  
anthracite  

1053-70  

US $ 112.50/unit
US $ 12.50/piece

MOQ:
1 unit = 9 pieces

TEA ACCESSORIES
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Finum® easy-fill flap
with easy-fill flap, single bottom fold, suitable for clips, use without bracket possible. Chlorine 
free bleached, biodegradable! 

Finum® flip Extra Slim (XS)
white 

1012-70

US $ 79.50/unit
US $ 2.65/box

MOQ:
1 unit = 30 boxes

1  box = 100 pieces

Finum® flip Slim (S)
white

1013-70

US $ 81.50/unit
US $ 2.70/box

MOQ:
1 unit = 30 boxes

1  box = 100 pieces

Finum® flip Medium (M)
white 

1014-70  

US $ 64.80/unit
US $ 2.70/box

MOQ:
1 unit = 24 boxes

1  box = 100 pieces

Finum® flip Large (L)
white 

1015-70

no. 1015-70

US $ 64.80/unit
US $ 2.70/box

MOQ:
1 unit = 24 boxes

1  box = 100 pieces

Finum® flip Large (L)
brown 

1016-70

US $ 64.80/unit
US $ 2.70/box

MOQ:
1 unit = 24 boxes

1  box = 100 pieces

Finum® flip Extra Large (XL)
white

1017-70

US $ 81.00/unit
US $ 2.70/box

MOQ:
1 unit = 30 boxes

1  box = 100 pieces

TEA ACCESSORIES
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Tea Filter Holders

Clip for tea filters Finum® click 
suitable for all tea filters, simple to use. 
Stainless steel, rust-proof, taste unaffected. 

1018-70  

US $ 6.40/unit
US $ 1.60/box

MOQ:
1 unit = 4 bags
1  bag = 1 piece

Bracket for Tea Filter Finum® clip system
suitable for all tea filters, simple to use. 
Polypropylene, food safe.

1019-70  

US $ 11.00/unit
US $ 2.20/box

MOQ:
1 unit = 5 boxes
1  box = 4 pieces

Finum® Filter Sticks 
suitable for all tea filters, simple to use. 
Taste unaffected

1020-70  

US $ 8.80/unit
US $ 2.20/box

MOQ:
1 unit = 4 bags

1  box = 4 pieces

Tea Filters incl. Holder

Tea Filter Finum® cup size and stick
tea filter incl. 1 filter stick, simple to use. 
Double bottom fold, taste unaffected, chlorine free bleaches, 
biodegradbale! 

1021-70  

US $ 75.00/unit
US $ 2.50/box

MOQ:
1 unit = 30 boxes

1  box = 100 pieces

Finum Accessories

Traveler Zita  
anthracite 
TRAVELER ZITA™‘s exceptional and appealing look is largely owed to its 
lid, which resembles a tea cup. This durable and elegant tumbler is made 
from BpA-free Titan™ (FDA approved material) by Eastman. Its brand 
new Corkmec™ closes the spout with a silicone cork. As a result, tea 
leaves can be re-brewed just by adding hot water! Delicious tea is now 
made to everyone‘s personal taste, and the waste of over packaged tea 
bags is avoided.  

1023-70  

US $ 75.00/unit
US $ 12.50/piece

MOQ:
1 unit = 6 pieces

TEA ACCESSORIES
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The following Terms and Conditions form a part of the agreement between Buyer 
and Seller as defined below are applicable to the Buyer’s purchase of Product 
from Seller by paper, email, telephone/fax or website order confirmation. 

DEFINITIONS:
“Buyer” as used herein shall mean the purchaser of Product from FLORAPHARM 
Tea-USA LP.
“Product” shall mean goods purchased by Buyer and shall include the plural.

1. PRICES. All prices are EXW Schesslitz, Germany, in US Dollars.  Loose teas are 
sold in 1 kg (2.2 lbs) increments unless otherwise arranged.  Orders will be ship-
ped via UPS or FedEx Ground unless otherwise specified. All prices are subject to 
change without prior notice.  Seller is not responsible for misprints. Seller must 
be informed of shortages and non-conforming shipments within 3 business days 
of receipt of the order.

2. RETURNS. All returns must be authorized by Seller.  Returned checks are 
subject to a $20.00 charge.

3. PAYMENT TERMS. All orders are credit card, COD or prepaid unless otherwise 
stated.  Payment plans and credit lines may be available after credit applica-
tion is approved.  Invoices are enclosed with shipped orders unless otherwise 
instructed.

4. FORCE MAJEURE. Seller will be excused from the obligations of this contract 
to the extent that performance is delayed or prevented by any circumstances 
reasonably beyond its control, including, but not limited to, by fire, explosion, me-
chanical breakdown, strikes or other labor troubles, plant shutdown, unavailability 
of or interference with the usual means of transporting the product or compliance 
with any law, regulation or request of any governmental authority, disease, pande-
mic, or inability or difficulty to procure labor/materials.  The occurrence of a Force 
Majeure event shall act to suspend performance.  Either party shall have the 
right to terminate any unperformed portion of the contract as a result of a Force 
Majeure situation. However, the duty of the Buyer to pay for product received is 
never suspended.

5. WARRANTY. Seller warrants that the Product sold shall conform to its specifi-
cations provided to Buyer, or which are available on the Product price list found on 
Seller’s website. THERE IS NO WARRANTY THAT GOODS SUPPLIED HEREUNDER 
SHALL BE FIT FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE NOR IS THERE ANY WARRANTY 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, QUALITY, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS 
OR IMPLIED, EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN. Seller is committed to 
delivering quality teas and is dedicated to meeting applicable quality assurance 
and quality control standards.  Seller performs various tests on its products to 
ensure compliance with maximum residue limits (“MRL’s”) specified for sale in 
the United States and to the extent limits are not articulated for certain residues, 
the products comply with articulated European standards.  Nonetheless, it is 
Buyer’s sole responsibility to ascertain applicable MRL’s and to ensure product 
compliance with the relevant regulatory agencies in Buyer’s market of interest.  
Seller shall not be liable for any loss or damages, including, but not limited to, 
direct or consequential damages, loss of profit, loss of business, loss of revenue, 
demands, claims, actions, proceedings, damages, payments, expenses, or other 
liabilities occasioned to or suffered by any person acting or refraining to act as a 
result of the information relating to MRL’s contained herein, or otherwise caused 
by or arising, in whole or in part, in any way from Buyer’s use of this information.

6. REMEDIES. Seller’s liability and Buyer’s exclusive remedy for any cause of 
action arising by reason of this transaction, whether based in tort, strict liability 
or contract/breach of warranty is limited to the value of the Product shipped 
or replacement of Product not conforming to specifications. SELLER SHALL 
NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, DIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES, OR EQUIVALENT THEREOF NO MATTER HOW CLAIMED, COMPUTED 
OR CHARACTERIZED. 

7. ACCEPTANCE. If these Terms and Conditions are construed to be part of an 
offer, then such offer expressly limits acceptance to the terms of the offer and 
notice of objection to any different or additional terms in any response to the offer 
is hereby given. If these Terms and Conditions are construed to be part of an ac-
ceptance to the terms of an offer, this acceptance is expressly conditioned upon 
Buyer’s assent to any different or additional terms contained herein.  Buyer’s ac-
ceptance of the Product shall constitute its assent to these Terms and Conditions.

8. MODIFICATION. This document contains the entire agreement of the parties 
with respect to the identified subject matter, and all proposals, negotiations and 
representations, if any, made prior to and concerning this subject matter are 
merged herein. Any subsequent modifications to this contract shall be at the di-
scretion of Seller, must be in writing stating an intention to modify the agreement 
and signed by an authorized representative of Seller.

9. GOVERNING LAW. This contract will be governed by the law and Uniform Com-
mercial Code in effect in Georgia, without regard to its choice of law provisions, 
and except as modified by these terms and conditions.  The application of the Uni-
ted Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (“CISG”) 
is hereby expressly disclaimed.  

10. DISPUTES. In the event of any controversy or claim arising out of or relating 
to this transaction, the parties hereto agree first to try and settle the dispute 
by mediation, administered by the International Centre for Dispute Resolution 
(“ICDR”) under its Mediation Rules.  If settlement is not reached within sixty (60) 
days after service of a written demand for mediation, any unresolved controversy 
or claim arising out of or relating to this transaction shall be settled exclusively by 
arbitration in accordance with the International Arbitration Rules of the ICDR. The 
place of any mediation or arbitration shall be in the State of Georgia.  The arbitra-
tion shall be conduct by one arbitrator, who shall be selected by mutual agreement 
of the parties.  In the event that the parties are unable to agree on an arbitrator, 
the arbitrator shall be selected in accordance with ICDR procedure.  The language 
to be used in the arbitration proceedings shall be English.  IBA Rules on Taking 
of Evidence in International Commercial Arbitration shall apply to the arbitration 
proceedings.  Judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered 
in any court of competent jurisdiction.  The costs of the mediation and arbitration, 
including filing fees and the mediator’s and arbitrator’s expenses, if any, shall 
be borne equally between by the parties.  Each party shall bear any additional 
expenses as such party may incur, including attorney’s fees, but the arbitrator may 
award attorney’s fees, costs and expenses to the prevailing party.  The arbitration 
shall be final and enforceable as to both parties.

11. COPYRIGHTS. All content included in this catalog, including, but not limited to, 
text, graphics, HTML code, logos, icons, photos, images, designs, titles, company 
and product name, and trademarks (whether registered or unregistered) are the 
property of FLORAPHARM Tea-USA LP or its content suppliers and protected by 
applicable trademark and copyright laws.  Any use, re-use, copying, distribution, 
transmission, modification or re-posting of any such content is prohibited unless 
permission is granted by FLORAPHARM Tea-USA LP or the content supplier. 

12. PICTURES AND GOODS. Product images are for illustrative  
purposes only and may differ from the actual product.

© 2024, FLORAPHARM® TEA-USA LP | Am steinernen Kreuz 7 | D-96110 Schesslitz

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

PRICES
subject to change

PAYMENT 
Payment in advance as per agreement

VAT 
where applicable

GENERAL
The kg-prices are quoted by MOQ  
of 1 kg per item from Schesslitz, Germany

MORE INFORMATION 
www.florapharmteausa.com
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INDEX OF TEA NAMES
90480-70 Almond Coconut

Black Tea 40

Fall & Winter Tea 61

91214-70 Almond Coconut
Green Tea 40

Fall & Winter Tea 61

90489-70 Aniseed Valerian Herbal Infusion 40

91769-70 Apple Almond
Black Tea 39

Fall & Winter Tea 40

92025-70 Apple Cinnamon
Rooibos 70

Fall & Winter Tea 37

94802-70 Apple Pie
Fruit Blend 41

Fall & Winter Tea 61

82652-70 Apricot Green Tea 41

92637-70 Apricot Jasmine Green Tea 41

90274-70 Apricot Peach Fruit Blend 61

93475-70 Banana Coconut Black Tea 41

95471-70 Beautiful Body® Herbal Infusion 41

81342-70 Black Bergamot Black Tea 61

90425-70 Black Currant
Black Tea 41

Iced Tea 39

82810-70 Blood Orange
Fruit Blend 39

Iced Tea 40

82813-70 Blood Orange Mango
Green Tea 42

Iced Tea 62

91186-70 Blueberry Rooibos 38

92312-70 Bukhial Black Tea 42

81736-70 Cappuccino Cream Rooibos 42

92257-70 Chai Americaine
Black Tea 70

Fall & Winter Tea 42

81919-70 Chai American Decaf Black Tea 42

92331-70 Chai Indienne
Black Tea 42

Fall & Winter Tea 70

92549-70 Chai of Sri Lanka Herbal Infusion 40

92555-70 Chai Zanzibar Rooibos 37

90495-70 Chamomile Peppermint Herbal Infusion 38

82807-70 Cherry
Fruit Blend 37

Iced Tea 14

92510-70 China Silver Pearls Green Tea 38

80257-70 China Yin Xiang Green Tea 14

91273-70 Chocolate Mint
Rooibos 37

Fall & Winter Tea 14

91054-70 Cinnamon Apple with chamo-
mile

Herbal Infusion 39

Fall & Winter Tea 43

91756-70 Coconut Almond
Rooibos 43

Fall & Winter Tea 39

83286-70 Coconut Fig Black Tea 53

80998-70 Coffee
Black Tea 43

Fall & Winter Tea 70

90493-70 Cold Chaser®
Herbal Infusion 43
Fall & Winter Tea 62

95375-70 Cranberry Fruit Blend 43

90449-70 Cream Royal Black Tea 62

92834-70 Divine Temple® Green Tea 43

92271-70 Earl Grey Black Tea 62

90436-70 Earl Grey Classic Black Tea 43

83464-70 Earl Grey Decaf Black Tea 39

81733-70 English Caramel
Black Tea 53

Fall & Winter Tea 38

81685-70 Fig Honey 
Rooibos 38

Fall & Winter Tea 44

90375-70 Formosa Fine Oolong Green Tea 70

92272-70 Fruit Vanilla
Fruit Blend 44

Fall & Winter Tea 18

81170-70 Galia Melon  Green Tea 57

91219-70 Ginger Coconut
Rooibos 18

Fall & Winter Tea 18

95986-70 Ginger Ginseng
Herbal Infusion 66

Fall & Winter Tea 18

92550-70 Ginger Nut
Rooibos 66

Fall & Winter Tea 18

92285-70 Gingerbread House®
Fruit Blend 18

Fall & Winter Tea 57

92512-70 Golden Snail Black Tea 19

90389-70 Gunpowder Green Tea 57

94196-70 Hawaiian Blossom  Black Tea 19

90624-70 Herbal Lemon
Herbal Infusion 19

Fall & Winter Tea 66

91001-70 Herbs for Women® Herbal Infusion 19

92642-70 Himalaya Green Tea 19

92202-70 Icebush Yellow Plum
Rooibos 19

Iced Tea 20

82714-70 Iced Tea Classic  Black Tea 66

82714-70 Iced Tea Classic  Iced Tea 20

83047-70 Irish Whiskey with Cream Black Tea 66

90550-70 Japan Bancha  Green Tea 20

91185-70 Japan's green Treasures Green Tea 57

90529-70 Jasmine Green Tea 21

95464-70 Kiss of Berries® Fruit Blend 21

82713-70 Lemon Decaf  Black Tea 21

82809-70 Lemongrass Peppermint
Herbal Infusion 57

Iced Tea 21

83459-70 Mango Fruit Blend 66

83459-70 Mango Iced Tea 21

82801-70 Mango Kiss® Green Tea 67

82815-70 Mango Moringa
Black Tea 22

Iced Tea 67

91766-70 Mango Rose
Green Tea 22

Iced Tea 67

92277-70 Manhattan Earl Grey Black Tea 22

91369-70 Margaret‘s Hope Black Tea 67

90465-70 Marrakech Mint Green Tea 22

82179-70 Mate Pomegranate Herbal Infusion 67

91077-70 Mild Berry Fruit Blend 22

93789-70 Mild Pineapple Fruit Blend 67

91888-70 Mild Raspberry Fruit Blend 50

90763-70 Milima Black Tea 63

98111-70 Milky Oolong Green Tea 50

81734-70 Oolong Cream Caramel
Green Tea 71

Fall & Winter Tea 47

95992-70 Oolong Goji Berry Peach Green Tea 50

92723-70 Oolong Lemon Ginger
Green Tea 48

Fall & Winter Tea 47

90365-70 Oolong Peach
Green Tea 50

Iced Tea 50

83025-70 Organic Ceylon OP 1 Kandy
Black Tea 50

Organic Tea 71

91501-70 Organic China Fog Tea
Green Tea 51

Organic Tea 47

93237-70 Organic China Pai Mu Tan
Green Tea 15

Organic Tea 47

91421-70 Organic China Sencha Decaf
Green Tea 15

Organic Tea 47
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82400-70 Organic Dream Body®
Herbal Infusion 15

Organic Tea 47

Iced Tea 15

82368-70 Organic Ginger Elderberry
Herbal Infusion 48

Organic Tea 15

82365-70 Organic Ginger Turmeric
Herbal Infusion 51

Organic Tea 15

80295-70 Organic Japan Gyokuro
Green Tea 51

Organic Tea 71

85239-70 Organic Japan Sencha
Green Tea 51

Organic Tea 63

95557-70 Organic Joongjak
Green Tea 48

Organic Tea 52

82403-70 Organic Orange
Rooibos 51

Organic Tea 51

91401-70 Organic Peppermint leaves cut Herbal Infusion 52

93675-70 Organic Pu Erh China
Black Tea 63

Organic Tea 48

82369-70 Organic Raspberry Jasmine
Green Tea 34

Organic Tea 32

91027-70 Organic Rooibos 
Rooibos 32

Organic Tea 34

91049-70 Organic Singell 
Black Tea 32

Organic Tea 31

82808-70 Passion Fruit
Black Tea 60

Green Tea 33

82812-70 Peach
Fruit Blend 60

Iced Tea 34

81445-70 Peach 
Green Tea 60

Iced Tea 33

95979-70 Peach Apricot
Rooibos 60

Iced Tea 34

92280-70 Peaches & Flowers Black Tea 31

90619-70 Pear Peach
Black Tea 69

Green Tea 31

91508-70 Pearl of the River Nile
Rooibos 33

Iced Tea 13

81179-70 Persimmon Peach
Fruit Blend 69

Iced Tea 31

93008-70 Pumpkin Spice
Fruit Blend 13

Fall & Winter Tea 33

90429-70 Raspberry
Black Tea 13

Iced Tea 32

92026-70 Raspberry Rooibos 69

92643-70 Raspberry Ginger Green Tea 32

91292-70 Raspberry Mint
Herbal Infusion 32

Iced Tea 34

82645-70 Red Kiwi Fruit Blend 27

92682-70 Roasted Almonds
Black Tea 59

Fall & Winter Tea 26

91083-70 Roasted Apple
Green Tea 58

Fall & Winter Tea 28

83460-70 Roasted Chestnut
Black Tea 68

Fall & Winter Tea 28

83463-70 Roasted Pineapple Fruit Blend 27

83287-70 Roasted Sesame Green Tea 59

93612-70 Rose Marzipan
Black Tea 53

Fall & Winter Tea 54

90774-70 Sencha Green Tea 54

91963-70 Sicilian Blood Orange Sangui-
nello

Black Tea 63

93616-70 Spicy Pear 
Fruit Blend 54

Fall & Winter Tea 54

80440-70 Star Fruit Kiwi
Fruit Blend 63

Iced Tea 54

90855-70 Star of Africa®
Rooibos 71

Fall & Winter Tea 54

93100-70 Star Whisper® Herbal Infusion 25

83050-70 Strawberry Guava
Fruit Blend 59

Iced Tea 25

90270-70 Strawberry Kiwi
Fruit Blend 25

Iced Tea 25

91293-70 Strawberry Mango
Black Tea 25

Green Tea 58

81448-70 Strawberry Moringa
Fruit Blend 25

Iced Tea 58

90786-70 Strawberry Rhubarb Green Tea 26

95977-70 Summer Passion Fruit
Fruit Blend 58

Iced Tea 26

91452-70 Teabreak Desert Blossom®
Rooibos 58

Iced Tea 26

90505-70 Teabreak English Breakfast® Black Tea 68

92319-70 Teabreak English Breakfast® 
decaffeinated

Black Tea 26

93278-70 Teabreak Eternal Life® Green Tea 13

92825-70 Teabreak Lemongrass Vanilla® Herbal Infusion 27

82650-70 Teabreak Tropical Fruits®
Black Tea 13

Iced Tea 26

91281-70 The Eight Treasures of the 
Shaolin®

Green Tea 68

82814-70 Tropic Mango 
Fruit Blend 28

Iced Tea 27

82811-70 Tropical Sky®
Fruit Blend 59

Iced Tea 28

92267-70 Tropical Sunrise®
Rooibos 68

Iced Tea 27

91661-70 Tulsi Orange Ginger Herbal Infusion 68

91032-70 Vanilla Rooibos 49

90360-70 Vanilla Cream Black Tea 49

83048-70 Vienna‘s Apple Pie
Rooibos 48

Fall & Winter Tea 49

83049-70 Walnut
Green Tea 49

Fall & Winter Tea 48

93440-70 White Cherry
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FLORAPHARM® TEA-USA 
Am steinernen Kreuz 7
D-96110 Scheßlitz

Phone: +49 9542 9412 250
sales@florapharm.de

Our products are regularly tested by accredited LEON® food laboratory.
www.leon-analytics.com

www.florapharmteausa.com
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